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PROGRAMME
SATURDAY 29 FEBRUARY
9.15 AM

Registration & coffee and breakfast

9.45 AM

Welcome by Professor Andrés Velasco, Dean of the LSE School of Public Policy

10.00 AM

GPPN Competition 2020, round 1 (3-minute presentations)

11.45 AM

Coffee break

12.15 AM

Deans’ roundtable

1.30 PM

Lunch

3.00 PM

SDG project presentations

3.40 PM

Coffee break

4.00 PM

SDG project presentations

4.45 PM

Closing of Day 1

5.00 PM

Champagne reception in the Shaw Library, 6th floor, Old Building, LSE

SUNDAY 1 MARCH
10.00 AM

Coffee and breakfast

10.15 AM

Welcome back

10.20 AM

Announcement of GPPN teams progressing to round 2

10.30 AM

Skills Training session in decision-making, nudges and biases
“How will you make decisions in 2035? Why choice is for economists and
choice architecture is for humans”

12.30 PM

Lunch

1.30 PM

GPPN final

3.30 PM

Coffee break

4.00 PM

Award ceremony

4.30 PM

Closing remarks

5.15 PM

Students move from LSE to Festival Pier

5.45 PM

Boat party on the River Thames
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GPPN JURY
YANN ALGAN

Dean of the School of Public Affairs at Sciences Po
Yann Algan is the Dean of the School of Public Affairs and Professor of Economics at Sciences Po.
His research focuses on Digital Economy and E-government. He also specializes on social capital,
trust and well-being in relation to individual outcomes and economic behavior, with particular
attention to the role of education, management and institutions. His work incorporates methods
from psychology, economics and big data, including randomized evaluations of public policies.
He is a member of the OECD High Level Expert Group on Well-Being, and is affiliated with CEPR
and IZA. His awards include the Best French Young Economist (2009), and his books on trust and
French society have been awarded Best French Economics Book and French Essay (2009) and
Best French Economics Book, Prix Lycéen (2013). In 2010 he was awarded an ERC Starting Grant
for his project “Trust”. In 2015, he received a second ERC grant, a consolidator one, for the project
“Sowell” on Social Preferences, Well-Being, and Policy”.

CLAUDIO GONÇALVES COUTO

Professor and Director of the Professional Master’s Degree in Public Policy and Management
(MPGPP) Escola de Administração de Empresas, Fundção Getulio Vargas (FGV)
Cláudio Gonçalves Couto was born in São Paulo on October 23rd, 1969. He holds a Bachelor in
Social Sciences (1991), Master in Political Science (1994) and PhD in Political Science (2000)
from the University of São Paulo. He conducted a Post-Doctoral Visiting Research at Columbia
University (USA) with support from the Official Brazilian Agency for the Improvement of University
Level Personnel – CAPES (2005-6). He is an occasional columnist of politics for two newspapers:
Valor Economico and O Estado de S. Paulo. Cláudio is an Associate Professor in the Department
of Public Management (EAESP - Getulio Vargas Foundation – SP) and the Director of the
Professional Master’s in Public Policies and Management (MPGPP). He teaches political science
on the Bachelor’s in Public Administration and is also a Permanent Lecturer (NDP) of the graduate
courses (Master’s and PhD) in Public Administration and Government. He was the Executive
Secretary of ANPOCS (National Association of Graduate Studies and Research in Social Sciences)
during the 2014-16 term and is Fellow of the National Council for Scientific and Technological
Development (CNPq), with a Research Productivity Grant – Level 1C.

HENRIK ENDERLEIN

President and Professor of Political Economy | Academic Director of the School | Director,
Jacques Delors Centre, Hertie School
Henrik Enderlein is President and Professor of Political Economy at the Hertie School as well
as Director of the Jacques Delors Centre. His research focuses on economic policy-making in
Europe, in particular the euro, the EU budget, financial crises and fiscal federalism. In 2012/2013
he was the Pierre Keller Visiting Professor of Public Policy at Harvard Kennedy School and the
Weatherhead Center for International Affairs. In 2006/2007 he was Fulbright Distinguished Chair
in Duke University’s Political Science Department. In 2003, Enderlein was awarded the Max Planck
Society’s Otto-Hahn Medal for outstanding achievements by young scientists. He prepared his
PhD at the Max Planck Institute for the Study of Societies in Cologne, and holds degrees from
4

Sciences Po in Paris and Columbia University in New York. Prior to his academic career, he was an
economist at the European Central Bank in Frankfurt.

MERIT E. JANOW

Dean of the School of International and Public Affairs, Columbia University
Merit E. Janow is an internationally recognized expert in international trade and investment,
with extensive experience in academia, government, international organizations and business.
In addition, she has had a life-long involvement with Asia and is an expert in that region. Merit E.
Janow has been a Professor of Practice at Columbia University’s School of International and Public
Affairs (SIPA) and affiliated faculty at Columbia Law School since 1995. She teaches graduate
courses in international trade/WTO law, comparative antitrust law, China in the global economy,
international trade and investment policy, among others. She has held a number of leadership
positions at the University. Currently, in addition to being Dean of SIPA, she is also Co-director of
the APEC Study Center and until recently Chair of the Faculty Oversight Committee of Columbia’s
Global Center East Asia. Previously, she was Director of the Master’s Program in International
Affairs and Chair of Columbia University’s Advisory Committee on Socially Responsible Investing.
Her research interests focus on international trade and investment, Asia, competition law and
economic globalization. She has written several books, numerous articles and frequently speaks
before business, policy and academic audiences around the world.

DANNY QUAH

Dean and Li Ka Shing Professor in Economics at the Lee Kuan Yew School of Public Policy,
National University of Singapore (NUS)
Danny Quah is Dean and Li Ka Shing Professor in Economics at the Lee Kuan Yew School of Public
Policy, NUS. His current research takes an economic approach to world order, studying the supply
and demand of world order: on the one hand, what international system the world’s superpowers
provide, and on the other, what world order the global community needs. Quah uses this to recast
analysis of global power shifts, the rise of the east, regional order and models of global power
relations.
Quah is a member of the Spence-Stiglitz Commission on Global Economic Transformation. He
is the author of “The Global Economy’s Shifting Centre of Gravity”. Quah gave the third LSE-NUS
lecture in 2013, and TEDx talks in 2016, 2014, and 2012. Quah was previously Assistant Professor
of Economics at MIT, and then Professor of Economics and International Development, and
Director of the Saw Swee Hock Southeast Asia Centre at LSE. He had also served as LSE’s Head
of Department for Economics, and Council Member on Malaysia’s National Economic Advisory
Council. Quah studied at Princeton, Minnesota and Harvard.
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AKIO TAKAHARA

Dean, Graduate School of Public Policy, and Professor, Graduate Schools for Laws and Politics,
The University of Tokyo
He received his Bachelor of Laws from the University of Tokyo in 1981, MPhil (Development
Studies) in 1983 and DPhil in 1988 from the University of Sussex.
He was researcher of the Sasakawa Peace Foundation, the Japanese Consulate-General in
Hong Kong, Associate Professor at J.F. Oberlin University, and Professor at Rikkyo University. He
is Senior Fellow of the Tokyo Foundation for Policy Research, Senior Adjunct Fellow of the Japan
Institute of International Affairs, and Senior Adjunct Fellow of the Japan Forum on International
Affairs. His research and teaching centres on the politics and diplomacy of contemporary China.
His publications include The Politics of Wage Policy in Post-Revolutionary China (Macmillan,
1992), and Japan-China Relations in the Modern Era (co-authored, Routledge, 2017).

ANDRÉS VELASCO

Dean of the School of Public Policy, London School of Economics and Political Science (LSE)
Professor Velasco is the Dean of the LSE School of Public Policy. He was the Minister of Finance in
Chile between 2006 and 2010 and has held professorial roles at the Harvard Kennedy School and
Columbia University´s School of International and Public Affairs. He was President of the Latin
American and Caribbean Economic Association (LACEA) from 2005 to 2007. In February 2006
he received the Award for Excellence in Research from the Inter-American Development Bank. In
2013-16 he was a member of the Global Oceans Commission and during 2015-16 he co-chaired the
Global Panel on the Future of the Multilateral Lending Institutions. In 2017-18 he was a member of
the G20 Eminent Persons Group. He is the author of nearly one hundred academic articles, several
academic books and two novels. He has served as a consultant to the International Monetary
Fund, the World Bank, the Inter-American Development Bank, and to governments, central banks
and private businesses around the world.
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GPPN Focal Points
AOI OHNO

International Affairs Office Graduate School of Public Policy and Graduate Schools for Law and
Politics, The University of Tokyo
Aoi is a Program Coordinator at the International Affairs Office at the Graduate School of Public
Policy (GraSPP), University of Tokyo, where she is responsible for the GPPN-related programs as
well as public relations, events & extracurricular activities and student support mainly for the MPP/
IP (International Program). Born in Nagasaki and educated in Japan, Canada and UK, she holds a
BA (Hons) in Theatre Design and Arts Management and has also been actively involved in various
projects related to culture and arts promotion in the community and youth education.

HIROSHI OHASHI

Vice Dean of the Graduate School of Public Policy and Professor of Economics, The University
of Tokyo
Hiroshi Ohashi is Vice Dean of the Graduate School of Public Policy and Professor of Economics
at the University of Tokyo. His areas of research include industrial organization, competition policy,
and science and technology policy. Dr Ohashi previously taught at Sauder School of Business,
University of British Columbia, Canada. He has been a chief researcher at Competition Policy
Research Center at Japan Fair Trade Commission, a Faculty Fellow and Program Director at the
Research Institute of Economy, Trade & Industry, and served as Head Research Officer at the
National Institute of Science and Technology Policy in the MEXT. He is also a council member for
Promotion of Regulatory Reform at the Cabinet Office of the Japanese government. He holds a
Ph.D. in Economics from Northwestern University, and a M.A. and B.A. from the University of Tokyo.

JULIANE MCCARTY

Executive MPA Programme Coordinator & GPPN Coordination, Hertie School
Juliane McCarty is responsible for the overall coordination of the Hertie School’s Executive
Master of Public Administration as well as for the coordination of the GPPN activities and the
SDG Certificate. She holds a MA in Communication and Japan Studies from Berlin Free University
with a year abroad at Kyoto University. Juliane has worked for more than ten years in project and
congress management, as well as in marketing and public relations in the field of astronautics,
education and international relations in Japan, Canada, France and Germany.
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FLORENCE SIEW

Senior Associate Director at the Lee Kuan Yew School of Public Policy, National University of
Singapore (NUS)
Armed with a MBA and a MA in Educational Management, Florence has been with both the private
and public education industry in Singapore for 23 years, involved in sales and marketing, school
operations and programme management. Currently, she is with the Academic Affairs Department
managing the PhD, Master in Public Policy and the Master in International Affairs programmes.
She is also the Student Support Manager of the School and manages the Student Life Unit.

SUZAINA KADIR

Vice Dean, Academic Affairs at the Lee Kuan Yew School of Public Policy, National University
of Singapore (NUS)
Associate Professor Suzaina Kadir is the Vice Dean (Academic Affairs), Lee Kuan Yew School of
Public Policy, NUS. Her research interests include ethnicity, religion, state capacity and institution
building in post-conflict societies with special focus on the evolution of political Islam in Muslim
Southeast Asia, as well as the management of multi-ethnicity in Singapore.
Suzaina is a recipient of three National Day Awards: the 2016 Public Service and Commendation
Medals for her contributions to national-level initiatives as well as the 2018 Long Service Medal
for her contributions to higher education. She currently serves as the Chairperson for the Malay
Programmes Advisory Committee of the Infocomm Media Development Authority of Singapore.

CORY WAY

Associate Dean for Student Affairs and Dean of Students; Adjunct Professor of International
and Public Affairs, School of International and Public Affairs, Columbia University
Cory Way is Associate Dean for Student Affairs and Dean of Students at SIPA. He was formerly an
award-winning Lecturer on Sociology at Harvard University, the Kirkland House Dean at Harvard
College and Affiliated Faculty at Harvard Law School’s Centre on the Legal Profession.
Way holds a doctorate from Oxford and is a licensed attorney who has practiced both litigation
and corporate law at Sullivan & Cromwell in New York and Zuckerman Spaeder in Washington, DC.
While in law practice, he maintained an active pro bono practice, most recently winning political
asylum for a Rwanda genocide survivor whose entire family had been murdered; his work on this
novel case earned a pro bono award from the Washington Lawyers’ Committee for Civil Rights.
He holds degrees from Princeton, Harvard, Virginia and the University of Oxford, where he also
served in Dean positions at Merton and Corpus Christi Colleges. While in England, he was also
appointed as Course Director for a Master’s degree program at the University of Cambridge.

JENNIE COTTLE

Academic Program Manager of the School of Public Affairs at Sciences Po
Jennie Cottle works at the Sciences Po School of Public Affairs where she manages the International
and Dual Degree Programs, GPPN, the SDG Certificate, Gender Equality Certificate, and the Social
Policy and Social Innovation and Management and Public Affairs Policy Streams. Prior to joining
Sciences Po, Jennie has worked in international development, partnerships and education, with
positions at think tanks and NGOs in Paris, New York and Montevideo. Jennie is a PhD candidate
in Political Science at the Institut des Hautes Etudes d’Amérique Latine, and a lecturer at Sciences
Po on immigration policy. She holds a Master’s degree in International Security from Sciences Po
and a Bachelor’s degree from UC Berkeley. She is a researcher for OPALC - the Political Observatory
for Latin America and the Caribbean and the Chair CERI-CERIUM in international affairs.
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ANNE-SOLENNE DE ROUX

Executive Director of the School of Public Affairs at Sciences Po

PAUL SULLIVAN

Manager and Executive Dean of the School of Public Policy, London School of Economics and
Political Science (LSE)
Paul is the Manager and Executive Dean of the LSE School of Public Policy. Working with the
academic leadership of the School, he is responsible for the management of financial and human
resources and the strategic development of the School of Public Policy to offer the best possible
student experience and training. He has worked in higher education in the UK for over ten years
and joined LSE in 2014. He holds a BA in Politics with French from the University of Leicester with
a year abroad at Sciences Po, and a MSc in American Politics from Birkbeck, University of London.
Outside of work his interests include cricket, wine, and taking holidays in France.
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GPPN Projects
Escola de Administração de Empresas de São Paulo,
Fundação Getulio Vargas (FGV)
FOSTERING BIOECONOMY TO FIGHT INEQUALITY IN AMAZON
Carlos Eduardo Rigolo Lopes, Danilo Gregório Dos Santos, Igor Lyra
ABSTRACT
Climate change can be considered a wicked problem and the increasing deforestation rate in the Amazon rainforest makes
the problem even worse. The effects of deforestation and climate change affect everyone but mostly the population living
in poverty, leading to a severe inequality in the region. The project “Fostering bioeconomy to fight inequality in Amazon”
seeks to keep the forest standing while it improves the lives of the “guardians of the forest” by better distributing the
income through activities based on the bioeconomy. It is based on 3 phases: short-term – a conditional cash transfer to
3 local communities in Amazonas state with a community training based on specialists to improve knowledge exchange;
medium-term – incentives for the development of family agribusiness; and long-term - the sustainable development of
agro-industry.

PROFILES
Carlos Eduardo Rigolo Lopes
Carlos Eduardo Rigolo Lopes is a 33-year-old Brazilian born in Jundiaí, São Paulo. A Graduate in
Social Science from the Pontifical Catholic University of São Paulo, he has an MBA in Environmental
Management and Sustainability at the Federal University of São Carlos. He is currently a Msc
candidate in Public Policy and Management at Getúlio Vargas Foundation, where he joined a
research group in eco-innovations to analyze comparative developing countries’ initiatives. He
works as a socioenvironmental consultant, evaluating the socioeconomic impact caused by
infrastructure enterprises in different Brazilian regions. He also has experience in the public sector
as municipal advisor, monitoring the government’s goals and implementing a participatory process
to review the municipal Master Plan. He is dedicated to the socioenvironmental field and is looking
to construct public policies that can tackle the climate change challenges in Brazil.

Danilo Gregório Dos Santos
Danilo Gregório works as the advocacy manager for the Brazilian Institute of Corporate Governance
(IBGC). Between 2014 and 2016, he was the secretary of Interagentes WG, a coalition of capital
market entities aimed at strengthening corporate governance practices and investor protection
mechanisms in Brazil. He is co-author of the following IBGC’s publications: “Mixed-Ownership
Companies”; “Good Corporate Governance Practices for Mixed-Ownership Companies”; “Brazilian
Code of Corporate Governance - Listed Companies”; “Compliance under a Corporate Governance
Perspective”; “Governance of the Regulatory Agencies”; and “Evolution of Corporate Governance
Regulatory Framework. Danilo is an ongoing student of the Master’s in Public Management and
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Policy at Fundação Getulio Vargas (FGV), holds a Bachelor’s degree in Social Communications
from Faculdade Cásper Líbero (2006), has an MBA in Digital Marketing from FGV (2016) and
has completed extension courses in compliance (Insper), advocacy (American University) and
government relations (Insper).

Igor Lyra
Igor is a Brazilian environmental lawyer and also a student/researcher of sustainability. He works to
guarantee the interdisciplinary solution that social-environmental matters require.
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RECONNECTIONS: BREAKING THE DRUG ADDICTION VICIOUS CYCLE OF MARGINALIZATION
Douglas Ferreira, Renata Comin, Rodrigo de Camargos Vaz de Almeida, Rodrigo Flaire
ABSTRACT
Drug addiction is a wicked problem that affects every country in the world, especially in metropolitan areas, and is even
harsher on the poorest. The program Reconnections aims to reintegrate former drug addicts in the formal labour market
by providing psychological, professional and social support. Using a set of integrated social assistance policies that
encompasses housing, psychological assistance to help boosting self-esteem and increasing emotional intelligence,
lessons in financial education, entrepreneurship, and job interview role-playing, the program intends to tackle inequalities
generated by drug abuse and to avoid addiction-related harmful behaviors in the long run. Also, planned partnerships with
the private sector shall create job opportunities to foster a better and more autonomous life to beneficiaries.

PROFILES
Douglas Ferreira
A sociologist aiming at a better understanding of the public sector, Douglas graduated in Social
Sciences and is currently studying Public Policy. He has worked for four years in a Research
Institute that is focused on human resources and union-related issues. After doing research in the
field of public health in projects with the Pan American Health Organization, he is now looking to
broaden his perspective and try new approaches to public matters.

Renata Comin
Renata is currently a student at the Professional Master’s degree in Public Policies and
Management at the Department of Public Management, Getúlio Vargas Foundation São Paulo.
She holds a Bachelor in Social Sciences (1991) from the University of São Paulo, Bachelor in
Law (1995) and Specialist in Consumer Law (1997) from the Pontifical Catholic University of São
Paulo, and has a Diplôme Supérieur de l’Université – DSU in Civil Law (1998) from the University
of Paris II - Panthéon-Assas. She has participated in an “Executive Seminar in Global Advocacy
and International Lobbying” (2018) at the Graduate School of Political Management, George
Washington University. She has worked for more than 20 years in business law and government
relations in corporate law firms and in a multinational company. Since 2017 she is a Mentor at
WLM - Women in Law, a Brazilian NGO that seeks to encourage female empowerment in the
legal environment by developing skills through a mentoring program for young female lawyers.
Since 1993 she has participated and coordinated national and international programs at CISV
International, a global NGO dedicated to educating and inspiring for peace through building intercultural friendship, cooperation and understanding.
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Rodrigo de Camargos Vaz de Almeida
Rodrigo Vaz is an International Relations graduate and currently studies Public Policy and
Management at a Master’s degree level. He has work experience in the private, public, and the
third sector, and also at the United Nations. In the private sector, he has acted as a consultant at
São Paulo’s State Secretary of Public Security, using management tools to reduce violent crimes
state-wide. At the UN, he served as an Adviser to the Permanent Mission of Brazil during the 69th
UN General Assembly for the Economic and Financial Committee. In the government of the State
of Mato Grosso do Sul, Mr Vaz was responsible for developing and implementing a new way of
managing strategic projects at the Secretary of Government. Finally, in the third sector he worked
as Project Manager at Brava Foundation, a family NGO that supports and develops projects for
the public sector. Mr Vaz has lived in Buenos Aires (Argentina), Helsinki (Finland), Milan (Italy) and
New York (USA).

Rodrigo Flaire
Rodrigo Flaire did his degree in Mechanical Production Engineering. He has experiences in private
initiative, the third sector and today works in the public administration of the state of São Paulo.
In the private sector, he worked in French companies in the automotive market, with experience in
process mapping, production supervision, project management and technical commercial area.
After a cultural exchange in Vancouver, Canada, he decided to get involved with the homeless
population. It was then that he migrated to the third sector and went to run an NGO which aimed
to rescue people from the streets and reintegrate them into society. During this process of cocreating the NGO program, he came across permaculture, agroforestry and the privilege of
immersing in Brazilian, Portuguese, Haitian and Italian projects. With the success of the program
at the NGO, he was invited to coordinate the state program of drug policy in São Paulo while
studying for a Master’s degree in Public Policy Management.
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Graduate School of Public Policy (GraSPP),
The University of Tokyo
CHARTER SCHOOL FOR CHINA
Bei Zhao, Jong-Chan Chung, Yifeng Xiong, Zhaoqi Liu
ABSTRACT
Education is said to be the biggest equalizer of society, but if education itself is unequal, inequality would persist for
generations. In our proposal we set out to alleviate the disparity of middle school graduation rates between China’s rural
and urban areas. In rural areas, more students choose to drop out due to a variety of disadvantages they face. We hope
to address this problem by offering those students a quality education that takes the shape of the charter school, a
school system invented by Americans which offers the potential to be redesigned, in order to solve a distinctively Chinese
problem.

PROFILES
Bei Zhao
As a first-year Master’s student at the University of Tokyo, Bei Zhao is diligent in the study of
environmental economics and public policy. Born and raised in China, Bei obtained her Bachelor
of Arts in Economics at the University of California, Irvine. Upon completion of her Bachelor’s
degree in America, Bei served in rural China for one year as a volunteer teacher of 195 third grade
students. She has an in-depth understanding of rural China from her teaching experience and field
study. With her experience in China, America and Japan, Bei always considers herself a global
citizen because she is enthusiastic in learning new languages and studying different cultures. In
her leisure time, Bei enjoys traveling, drawing anime characters and watching movies.

Jong-Chan Chung
Jong-Chan (“JC”) has a political science background and pursues his Double Degree in Public
Policy at the Hertie School and at the University of Tokyo, where he plans to graduate in the summer.
Academically, he is interested in statistical analysis and monetary policy. After graduation, he
considers joining a consultancy or working for an international organization (he is currently open
for job offers!). In his leisure time, he likes to watch anime and to practice kick boxing. Find out
more on: https://www.linkedin.com/in/jongchanchung

Yifeng Xiong
Yifeng Xiong (Venus) is a second-year Double Degree student at GraSPP, UTokyo, who completed
her first year of Master’s studies in SIPA, Columbia University. In the past, she has worked in
both the legal sector and the public sector. She completed an internship at UN Women, where
she conducted research on gender inequality and underrepresentation of women across the
globe and helped build a network that provides professional and personal development tools
to aspiring women leaders. She also worked as a paralegal in a law firm, where she organized
client correspondence and acted as court liaison between judges, attorneys, and public, amongst
other tasks; and in Symposium, an educational NGO committed to promoting intercultural reading
seminars on both Eastern and Western civilizations to help participants develop critical thinking
skills and global-minded sensibilities. She enjoys anything and everything art related: sketching,
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painting, playing the piano, as well as going to museums, galleries, concerts and musicals. She
is also an avid language learner and traveller, always excited to explore different cultures and
perspectives. She holds a Bachelor’s degree in Political Science from Columbia University.

Zhaoqi Liu
Liu Zhaoqi (Elias) is a graduate student at the University of Tokyo’s Graduate School of Public Policy.
Before coming to Japan to pursue his Master’s degree in Economic Policy, he studied Literature
and Education as an undergraduate in China. He has interned at the Mitsubishi Corporation as a
Research Assistant working to improve the company’s SDGs initiative, and as a part-time English
teacher he helps prepare his students for their college admissions. He is obsessed with everything
that is done well: a great movie, a well-written essay, or an insightful policy analysis. He wants to
build his skills in problem-solving and strategic thinking in his future career and produce something
that can inspire others and benefit the society, something that is “good” and also “working”. In his
free time, he is passionate about English writing and wants to publish his own book in the future.
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DEVELOPMENT WITH EQUITABLE ACQUISITION OF LAND (DEAL) POLICY
Kai Koki, Kamal Bahadur Basnet, Rakesh Kumar Chaurasia, Yue Han
ABSTRACT
Land acquisition disputes are one of the main reasons behind stalled industrial and development projects in India.
Though the government is providing compensation to the landowners whose land has been acquired, inequality persists
between such landowners and those who keep their lands near the project and enjoy all the economic benefits from the
development. The proposed solution is to distribute the burden of land loss among a larger group of landowners and to
provide a fixed portion of the newly generated incremental tax revenue to landowners whose lands were reduced to give
space for the project. While not without its share of challenges, the proposed solution scheme will be a fairer deal for all
stakeholders, especially the landowners.

PROFILES
Kai Koki
Kai Koki is currently in his first year at the Graduate School of Public Policy, the University of Tokyo.
He holds an Undergraduate degree in International Politics from George Mason University in Virginia,
USA. His academic interests include international security, insurgency and counterinsurgency, and
development. Through his internship with the Anthropolis Association in Budapest, Hungary, he
has developed an interest in Global Education.

Kamal Bahadur Basnet
Kamal Bahadur Basnet is a Master of Public Policy student in the Graduate School of Public Policy,
the University of Tokyo being awarded the scholarship from Joint Japan World Bank Graduate
Study Program (JJWBGSP). He is a government employee of Nepal. He joined the civil service of
Nepal in 2014 and has worked in the Ministry of Finance and Office of the Prime Minister and the
Council of Ministers in the capacity of the section officer. In these organisations, he has mainly
worked for the implementation of organization-specific policies of the government.
He has also graduated in Economics from the Tribhuvan University of Nepal. Because of his
enthusiasm to acquire new knowledge and skills useful for his job, he has pursued this study
program in the field of Public Policy. His specific areas of interest are economic and development
policies.

Rakesh Kumar Chaurasia
Rakesh Kumar CHAURASIA is a second year Master’s in Public Policy/International Program (MPP/
IP) student at GraSPP, the University of Tokyo, from India. He is affiliated with Delhi Metro Rail
Corporation (Under Ministry of Urban Development in India and Delhi) as Dy. General Manager. He
was responsible for the development of Rail Based Mass Rapid Transit System in Delhi. Previously,
he has also worked for Indian Railway Construction (For J&K Rail Link Project) and Central Road
Research Institute (as a researcher).
His research interests include, infrastructure development, sustainability of MRTS in the
operation period, project management and capacity building for complex megaprojects (HSR/
MRTS) in transport infrastructure field and relevant policy issues/intervention with multi-
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stakeholder analysis. He is also interested in financial management of the transport infrastructure
projects and alternative viability studies. He is enthusiastic about historical and cultural travelling
and reading.
He holds PGDMRT (Metro Rail Transport: Technology and Management) from Indian Institute
of Technology (IIT) Delhi and B.Tech in Civil Engineering. Presently, pursuing MPP/IP from the
University of Tokyo as a World Bank Scholar.

Yue Han
HAN Yue is a second-year student at the Graduate School of Public Policy, the University of Tokyo.
She has graduated from Seton Hall University in the United States with Double Majors in Finance
and Accounting.
Before starting to pursue her Master’s degree, she used to be an entrepreneur and worked as
an internal control auditor with a reputable accounting firm in China. She has solid fundamental
knowledge through passing the Uniform Certified Public Accountant exam and extensive experience
in internal control consulting in the manufacturing and finance industry.
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PUBLIC RENTAL HOUSING SCHEME FOR LOW INCOME COMMUNITY
Eman Adhi Patra, Jiaqi Dai, Tula Raj Sunuwar, Veronica Wee
ABSTRACT
With more than half of the world’s population in cities, there is a growing need for affordable housing. In Indonesia, 800,000
homes per year must be built to keep up with the projected population growth. However, the Indonesian government
policies to promote home ownership only target the middle class, pushing the lower income class and informal workers
to the periphery of cities. We propose a social rental housing program, funded through Private-Public Partnership. The
program will be initially implemented in Kalimantan, the region of Indonesia’s next capital city, with the aim of replicating
affordable rental housing throughout Indonesia’s growing cities.

PROFILES
Eman Adhi Patra

Eman Adhi Patra (Indonesia) is a Master’s student in GrasPP-UTokyo. He has been serving in the
Ministry of Finance at the Center for Policy Analysis and Harmonization for about ten years in the
field of strategy formulation and implementation based on Balanced Scorecard, and was involved
in the MoF’s Reform Program. Previously, he studied State Budgeting Major in the State College
of Accountancy (STAN). His interest is in urban management, political economy and managing
people.

Jiaqi Dai

DAI JIAQI is currently pursuing his Master of Science in the Graduate School of Agriculture and
Life Sciences at the University of Tokyo. His major research interest is agricultural economics,
especially in international trade of agricultural products and M&A of agricultural sectors. He has
gained international exposure by having study experience in the U.S, Singapore and South Korea.
Before coming to Japan, he obtained a Bachelor of Arts from the Beijing Language and Culture
University and a Double Bachelor of Economics from Peking University, China.

Tula Raj Sunuwar

Tula Raj Sunuwar is a second-year Master of Public Policy, International Program (MPP/IP) student
at the University of Tokyo under the Joint Japan/World Bank Graduate Scholarship Program (JJ/
WBGSP). He is a government officer in the civil service of Nepal. Tula has extensive professional
experience, serving the Government of Nepal for about eight years in the field of public policy
and good governance. His professional expertise lies in the areas of social inclusion, nature
conservation, participative integrated planning process, and policy formulation. He is fully
committed to promoting good governance and strengthening citizen-centric development.

Veronica Wee

Veronica Wee (Singapore) is a first year Master of Public Policy (International Program) student
at the University of Tokyo and a Ministry of Education, Culture, Sports, Science and Technology
(MEXT) scholar. Prior to this, she graduated with a Bachelor of Laws from King’s College London.
During her Undergraduate degree, she worked at a law center, which specialised in welfare,
employment, housing and immigration law, and served as Head of Volunteering for her university’s
branch of UNICEF UK. Her interest is in migration policy, particularly regarding the protection of
people displaced by climate change, and capacity building for adaptation to climate change.
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PURPLE SAKURA PROJECT: A SUSTAINABLE SOLUTION TO HOMELESSNESS
Jeremy Jee, Jeremy Yi-Ren Lau, Rong Xuan Tan, Yuki Tanaka
ABSTRACT
The Purple Sakura Project is a holistic and sustainable solution that goes beyond the simplistic provision of permanent
housing. Instead, it aims to reintegrate the homeless into society through integrated communities called Purple Sakura
Villages that provide them with structural and social support. From supporting them with long-term housing to providing
a pathway to sustainable employment, we hope to create a community of like-minded individuals striving to bring one
another out of poverty, ultimately having each individual graduate from the Village as a self-sufficient member of society.
Beyond direct material and financial support for the homeless, the PSP also aims to reshape the perception of homeless
to help reduce societal stigma.

PROFILES
Jeremy Jee

Jeremy is a Singaporean who is currently pursuing a Master of Public Policy at the University of
Tokyo, Japan. He holds a Bachelor of Computing (Computer Science) from the National University
of Singapore, Singapore, and a Diploma of Info-Communications from Temasek Polytechnic,
Singapore. He previously interned as a Software Engineer at the Government Technology Agency
of Singapore where he worked on an iOS Application meant to make reporting municipal issues
easier. He intends to work for the Singapore government after graduation and hopes to make a
tangible impact on society through his work. He believes that through his combination of education
in both public policy and computer science, he would be able to tap onto synergies and ideas to
innovate new solutions to problems that we currently face. His technical skills include Web, iOS
Development and UI/UX Design. His personal interests range from current affairs to role-playing
games.

Jeremy Yi-Ren Lau

Jeremy Lau is a first year Master’s student in the Graduate School of Public Policy at the University
of Tokyo. He completed his Undergraduate degree in International Relations at King’s College
London. For his dissertation, he analyzed the impact of Japan’s first National Security Strategy
on foreign policy. He has also served as a police officer in the Singapore Police Force. Jeremy’s
interests are in security studies, and more specifically, defense policy and cybersecurity. He aims
to equip himself with a wide knowledge base to develop his analytical and critical thinking skills.

Rong Xuan Tan

Rong Xuan Tan is a student at the University of Tokyo’s Graduate School of Public Policy, currently
interning as a research assistant at the Asian Development Bank Institute. She holds a Bachelor
of Arts in East Asian Studies also from the University of Tokyo, where she wrote a research paper
on the impact of China’s Belt Road Initiative on human security in Pakistan. Rong Xuan was also a
member of the Student Council and wrote for and edited the university’s English newsletter.
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Yuki Tanaka

Yuki Tanaka is a Master’s student at the Graduate School of Public Policy in the University of Tokyo
and specializes in International Relations. Specifically, he focuses on international politics and
national security in East Asia. He also wrote an undergraduate graduation thesis on past colonies
under the Japanese rule. As an undergraduate, he learned basic knowledge of international
relations ranging from historical and factual knowledge to theories. He also has an experience
in a U.S. university for a year, obtaining perceptions outside his country. Currently, as a Public
Policy Master’s student, he has taken various courses such as Japanese foreign policies, security
studies, international law, and international relations in East Asia, broadening his perspectives by
diversifying his knowledge.
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uBELONG: A DIGITAL IDENTITY FOR THE HOMELESS
Shiori Ito, Tsubasa Kenneth Kaneko, Xinyi Koay, You Won Seong
ABSTRACT
The well-known Japanese system of lifetime employment and Japan’s low levels of welfare dependency and expenditure
stand in stark contrast to homeless and poverty in the country. Homeless presents itself in different ways. It could present
itself in the form of people forced to sleep in public places or in less visible manners such as the “cyber-homeless”
population without permanent housing and live in internet cafes. uBelong is thus a holistic social registration and location
platform for people without secure housing. We address the unequal access to job opportunities, healthcare and housing
that the homeless in Japan face by providing them with a digital identity. Our solution also maps their location and stores
their medical records upon informed consent.

PROFILES
Shiori Ito

Shiori Ito is a Graduate student at the University of Tokyo, pursuing a Master’s degree in Public
Policy. Prior to entering UTokyo, she studied International Relations with a focus on peace building
at Ochanomizu University. Throughout her studies and various field experiences, she has developed
a deep passion in studying international development, specifically Japan’s foreign aid. Currently she
is interning at the UNHCR Tokyo office Protection Unit, and her research interest is the collaboration
of humanitarian assistance and development cooperation.

Tsubasa Kenneth Kaneko

A second year MPP candidate at the University of Tokyo, Tsubasa Kenneth Kaneko is also licensed
as a Registered Nurse. His current focus lies in the ethical, legal, and social implications of Artificial
Intelligence in the medical field. As a participant of the Campus Asia initiative, he will be pursuing a
dual degree in International Commerce at Seoul National University starting this March. His other
interests include music production, but his Spotify artist name has been kept secret, especially from
his closest friends.

Xinyi Koay

XinYi is a second year MPP/IP student from Singapore. During the first year of her studies at the
University of Tokyo, she served as conference coordinator of the International Development Youth
Forum 2019. She has also attended the Yenching Global Symposium and the UNLEASH Innovation
Lab in Shenzhen. She believes that young people play a crucial role in realizing the 2030 Agenda
for Sustainable Development. She is interested in urban planning and social policy and is looking
forward to a career in the Singapore Public Service upon graduation.

You Won Seong

You Won Seong is a second year MPP/IP student at the University of Tokyo. His interest lies in
healthcare and medicine with international perspectives. Recently, he has participated in various
research and studies focused on public healthcare system and services in many different countries.
He now aims to learn more about economic aspects of healthcare and how cost-effectiveness could
be achieved with proper resource allocation.
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Hertie School
FIGHTING INEQUALITY BEFORE BIRTH
Ana Perez, Esther M. Cisneros, Juan Gonzalo Uribe Piedrahita, Nadia Stefania Perez Paez, Zoila
Beatriz Leiva Rioja
ABSTRACT
According to the Lancet Global Health Report for 2019, around 15 million babies are born preterm, entering the world with
an unequal chance at life. UN estimates show that 1 million die before the age of 5 due to complications related to their
preterm birth - 75% of which could be prevented with current, cost-effective intervention according to the WHO. Studies
have pointed to Group Prenatal Care as such a solution.
Group Prenatal Care innovates the manner in which mothers receive their periodical medical attention. As part of a
group of women at similar gestational stages, expectant mothers learn to monitor their health while also sharing their
experiences and supporting one another. This solution takes a holistic approach, rearranging health care structures and
existing resources with one added factor: the mothers themselves.

PROFILES
Ana Perez

Ana is a Venezuelan student pursuing a Master’s in Public Policy at the Hertie School. She holds
a Bachelor of Arts degree in International Studies and Geography from the University of Miami,
as well as a minor in Modern Languages. Ana has experience working in the non-profit sector
in both Miami and Brussels. Her research interests include topics of migration, education, and
development particularly focused on Latin America. She is currently working on writing her
Master’s thesis on the effects of the Venezuelan migration crisis on the Colombian informal sector.

Esther M. Cisneros

Esther M. Cisneros is a Mexican-American first-generation college graduate with a Double
Bachelor’s in Communication and Linguistics; she is currently pursuing her Master’s in Public
Policy at the Hertie School.
Esther’s passions for communication and international education have taken her around the world,
studying, working and living in six different countries in the past six years. Originally from Los
Angeles, she has worked for non-profits in the education sector in Tokyo, London and is currently
working with the European School of Management and Technology in Berlin. Through her studies
in public policy at the Hertie School, she is transitioning to the fields of migration and global
governance. Her Master’s thesis focuses on regional approaches to migration crises, specifically
labor market integration and regularization policies.

Juan Gonzalo Uribe Piedrahita

Juan Uribe is a Colombian economist pursuing a Master’s degree in Public Policy at the Hertie
School. In Colombia, he worked in the economic regulation of public services for several years in
one of the biggest utility companies in the country, specifically in the areas of water, sanitation and
waste management. Nowadays, Juan is a Research Assistant for the Hertie School´s professor of
Data Science & Public Policy, Slava Jankin, working in the field of text analysis. His Master’s thesis
will evaluate the impacts of tax incentives on the reduction of inequality in the areas most affected
by the armed conflict in Colombia.
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Nadia Stefania Perez Paez

Nadia Stefania Perez is a Master of Public Policy student at the Hertie School. Her research interests
include the reintegration of ex-combatants, social inclusion, and evaluation of public programs. Her
publications include “Different Paths to Peace Building: A Comparative Analysis of DDR Programs
in Colombia and the Province of Aceh, Indonesia” and “Dilemas en la implementación de un acuerdo
de paz: power-sharing en el proceso de reincorporación de las Farc-EP”.
Through her Master’s thesis she is exploring the effect of tax incentives on the reduction of inequality
in the areas most affected by the armed conflict in Colombia. She has worked in multilateral
organisations and government institutions in Colombia. Currently, she works as part of the Data &
Analytics team at a Berlin start-up, Cosmonauts and Kings.

Zoila Beatriz Leiva Rioja

Zoila Beatriz Leiva Rioja is a Master of Public Policy student at the Hertie School. Her main research
interests include public policy, gender studies and inequality. Her most recent publication is
“Public policies of sexual and reproductive health in Peru: the introduction of therapeutic abortion
regulation into the government’s political agenda”. She has also collaborated in the publication
“Risk management to prevent corruption in Peru”. She has worked as a consultant for the Peruvian
private and public sector and in her most recent professional role worked with civil servants to
prevent corruption at the subnational level in Peru. Though her Master’s thesis she is exploring
obstetric violence in Peru.
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POWERING COMMUNITIES
Clara Mewes, Eleanor Batilliet, Harish Vikram, Sangeeth Selvaraju, Tilman Leicht
ABSTRACT
Energy is at the core of nearly every major global challenge. 860 million people worldwide lack affordable, reliable, and
sustainable energy. This exacerbates social and economic inequality. Energy is pivotal for food production, increasing
incomes, security, and climate change. It is a precondition for all other SDGs. In India, grid powered electricity is perceived
as unaffordable and unreliable. Electricity providers have no incentive to develop off grid solutions due to potential profit
loss. Our solution, adapting the regulatory framework to the expansion of renewable energy communities, will provide
reliable and affordable energy. It will bridge blackouts of the main grid whilst enabling communities to profit from electricity
generation and consumption. This will support government efforts in India aiming at universal electrification.

PROFILES
Clara Mewes

Clara is currently pursuing a master’s degree in International Affairs at the Hertie School in Berlin
concentrating on security and climate policy. In addition, she organises as Head of Logistics this
year’s European Public Policy Conference, which explores policy responses to climate change.
Clara graduated from the University of Passau with a bachelor’s degree in European Studies. She
spent a semester abroad at the University Laval in Québec, Canada, and interned at the German
Federal Foreign Office and the German Parliament. Her Bachelor’s thesis discussed the nexus
between climate change and state fragility in the Sahel.

Eleanor Batilliet

Eleanor is a first-year student at the Hertie School of Governance completing a master’s in
International Affairs. She recently started a new position at the Futures Project in Berlin, a nonprofit
organisation aiming to create a platform between businesses leaders, politicians, academicians
and civil society representatives to create tangible solutions towards the realisation of the
SDGs using the power of technology. Eleanor has been campaigning for four years towards the
eradication of extreme poverty and preventable diseases in Africa as a Youth Ambassador for the
ONE campaign. She was invited to speak about youth activism in Europe in front of the ONE board
which included Bono and Sheryl Sandberg. Prior to joining the Hertie School, Eleanor worked for a
public affairs consultancy in Brussels, FleishmanHillard, on EU regulation in the energy, transport
and trade sectors. Eleanor holds a BA in European Studies from University College London.

Harish Vikram

Harish Vikram is a first-year master’s student pursuing a degree in Public Policy at the Hertie School.
He holds a bachelor’s degree in Mechanical engineering and has interned at two aeronautical
companies and worked for a non-profit in India.
Harish holds a keen interest in science and current affairs. This interest is what drove him to
pursue public policy - he believes he has a different perspective to offer using his background in
engineering. Harish is keen on pursuing a career in environmental or climate policy and would like
to work for organizations that focus on the impending climate crisis.
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Sangeeth Selvaraju

Sangeeth is a first-year public policy student at The Hertie School. He graduated from Bennington
College, Vermont and majored in Economics and Philosophy. He spent one year from his four-year
undergraduate studies doing the General Course at LSE. Over the last few years, he has interned at
a start-up incubator Lever Inc., Rockefeller Philanthropy Advisors and Moelis and Company. He is
now focusing on energy and climate at Hertie.

Tilman Leicht

Tilman Leicht is pursuing a master’s degree in International Affairs from the Hertie School focusing
on the nexus of energy and security as well as the geopolitics of the energy transformation.
Additionally, he works part-time at the energy consultancy Guidehouse-Navigant promoting
renewable energy sources in the MENA region.
Originally from Hamburg, Germany, he graduated with a bachelor’s degree in Political Science and
American Studies from the University of Regensburg in 2019 with a year abroad at Arizona State
University. During his undergraduate year, he focused on Transatlantic Relations and the Middle
East.
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SEEniority - AN ASSESSMENT OF INTERGENERATIONAL INEQUALITY IN GERMANY
Alexa Möller, Charlotte Kaiser, Mohammad Hashem Krayem, Neslihan Altun
ABSTRACT
In Germany, half of the population above the age of 65 lives below the poverty line. Yet, 68% of them don’t file for social
benefits because of internalised shame, social isolation and complex bureaucratic procedures. SEEniority’s overarching
digital platform aims to combat this situation by connecting public and private initiatives that are active in this field in order
to facilitate the coordination of efforts and sharing of actionable data. As a central point of contact, a helpline, integrated
into the platform, matches seniors in need with local helpers. Through feedback mechanisms we want to build a data base
in order to better understand the needs of senior citizens and create impulses for policy measures.

PROFILES
Alexa Möller

Alexa Möller is a candidate for the Master of Public Policy (MPP) at the Hertie School in Berlin. She
holds a BA in cultural science, social science and linguistics from the Europa-Universität Viadrina
in Frankfurt (Oder), including a semester at Aston University Birmingham (UK).
Alexa has a deep interest in politics and public management, especially in the digital transformation
of the public sector, mobility and sustainable development.
At the moment Alexa works for EY where she supports the digital transformation in the German
public sector. Previously, she worked in public sector consulting, policy consulting and public and
regulatory affairs at KPMG, Miller and Meier Consulting and Deutsche Bank in Berlin. Alexa is a
former board member of the Junge Union Frankfurt (Oder) – the youth organisation of the CDU –
and co-organized the successful German federal election campaign of MP Martin Patzelt (CDU) in
2017.

Charlotte Kaiser

Charlotte is a Master of Public Policy candidate at the Hertie School, specializing in Policy
Analysis. Her professional interest lies on Data Science, Digital Transformation and Technology &
Governance. Prior to her time at Hertie she did her undergrad in Political Science at the University
of Mannheim focusing on political communication, political psychology and empirical research.
Charlotte has worked for research institutes and as a PR consultant in Berlin before coming to
Hertie. She is the founder of the non-for-profit organization “Literat Mannheim e.V.” that promotes
literature and intergenerational exchange through a book club cooperation between students and
a senior home in Mannheim, Germany. Along with her good friend and GPPN team member Alexa,
Charlotte is currently working on establishing Literat in Berlin.

Mohammad Hashem Krayem

Mohammad Hashem Krayem is a first-year student at the Hertie School pursuing a master’s degree
in Public Policy. Born and brought up in Syria, Hashem moved to Germany in 2012 to continue his
education. Today, he holds a bachelor’s degree in Mathematics with a focus on Probability Theory
from LMU Munich and has worked in Financial Risk Advisory and Credit Risk Modelling for Deloitte
Germany. Off campus, Hashem has been involved in refugee aid for the past five years, supporting
multiple organizations in Germany and Jordan.
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Neslihan Altun

Neslihan Altun is a Master of Public Policy Candidate at the Hertie School in Berlin. She holds a
Bachelor of Arts degree in European Studies with Social Sciences from the Chemnitz University
of Technology. In that time, she gained political experience in the EU Research Centre of
Ankara University, in the Federal Foreign Office of Germany and the Representation of the Free
State of Thuringia to the EU. During her professional year, she worked as a Policy Officer at the
European Department of the German Federal Ministry of Labour and Social Affairs. She prepared
appointments and meetings of the EU State Secretaries and also helped prepare for ministerial
meetings. In 2019, she studied at the Luskin School of Public Affairs at the University of California
at Los Angeles (UCLA). Neslihan is particularly interested in the perception and public opinion
concerning the EU as well in the sociological perspectives of the interaction between citizens and
governments.
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Lee Kuan Yew School of Public Policy, National University of Singapore (NUS)
ADDRESSING INEQUALITIES IN AGRICULTURE USING ONLINE TRADING PLATFORMS
Charitarth Bharti, Chathuni Uduwela, Duwei Chai, Hari Krishna Vetharenian, Myat Myat Mon
ABSTRACT
Farmers in developing economies lack resources required to access agricultural markets and rely on middlemen for market
access. However, this comes at the cost of better prices and faster sales. Disintermediation reduces price distortions and
information asymmetries in agricultural markets, allowing farmers to secure better market outcomes.
This project proposes the adoption of a real-time, technologically-enabled unified market platform (UMP) for the sale of
rice grown by smallholder paddy farmers in Myanmar, with a view to facilitating faster and more efficient transactions.
It recommends a suite of institutional reforms, incentives and infrastructure enhancements that are informed by the
experience of other agriculture UMPs in Asia and are tailored to the particular needs of smallholder farmers in the context
of Myanmar.

PROFILES
Charitarth Bharti

Charitarth is a Master’s in Public Policy candidate for the batch of 2021 at Lee Kuan Yew School of
Public Policy at the National University of Singapore. Prior to joining the Lee Kuan Yew School, he
was practicing as a litigating lawyer in New Delhi dealing with a variety of commercial and financial
laws. Apart from his legal practice, he has also worked as a Judicial Clerk with a Judge of the High
Court of Delhi and has also worked as a Legislative Assistant to a Member of Federal Parliament
in New Delhi acting as his lead policy researcher for parliamentary affairs. He has a keen interest
in environmental and technology law and policy.

Chathuni Uduwela

Chathuni is a first-year master’s in Public Policy student at Lee Kuan Yew School. She focuses
on economic justice, inclusive diversity, and growth-oriented financial regulation—with a view to
improving financial inclusion in developing countries like her own, Sri Lanka.
Working with capital market businesses and regulators, Chathuni has formulated policies and
communications supporting the development of emerging and frontier markets across South Asia,
the Middle East, and Africa. Her experience in regulating financial trading platforms and refining
market microstructures has helped in designing the transaction flow for the unified agricultural
market platform proposed by the team.
Chathuni holds a Bachelor of Economics from University of Colombo and a Bachelor of Laws
from University of London. Outside of work and studies, Chathuni channels her passion for early
childhood education into teaching drama, communication, and allied subjects to young learners
of English.
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Duwei Chai

Duwei is currently a public policy candidate at the Lee Kuan Yew School of Public Policy, National
University of Singapore. He graduated from University of Malaya with a Bachelor of Laws (Honours)
and is qualified as an Advocate & Solicitor in Malaysia.
Prior to pursuing his postgraduate study in public policy, Duwei worked with the Cultural Economy
Development Agency of Malaysia (CENDANA) under the Ministry of Communications and
Multimedia. At CENDANA, he was tasked to look into policies related to the local arts and culture
industry. He also worked closely with public and private stakeholders including ministries, local
authorities, and industry players to streamline existing policies and propose recommendations
that would promote growth of the live events and concerts industry in Malaysia.
His experience in advocacy and improving policy processes has helped in the design of the
proposed unified market platform, which intends to serve as a viable solution for reducing the
inefficiencies and inequalities present in agricultural markets. His interest includes politics and
religion, race-relations, as well as arts and culture.

Hari Krishna Vetharenian

Hari Krishna Vetharenian is first-year student in the master’s in Public Policy Programme at the
Lee Kuan Yew School of Public Policy. Prior to this, he was a software engineer in a startup with a
focus on data crawling and data pipeline management. He has a Bachelor’s (Honours) in Computer
Engineering from the National University of Singapore. He is interested in exploring novel ways of
applying technology in policy research and understanding how recent developments in technology
have shaped the policy space.

Myat Myat Mon

Myat Myat Mon is a first-year student of master’s in Public Policy at Lee Kuan Yew School of Public
Policy. She worked as an associate programme officer at International Institute for Democracy and
Electoral Assistance for two years before she became a UNESCO-China Great Wall Programme
fellow at Zhejiang University of Science and Technology in China. Broadly speaking, her main
research interest includes China studies, economic history and economic geography of Myanmar.
Being a native of Mandalay, she enjoys hiking, biking, camping and is interested to explore business
opportunities around eco-tourism back in her country, Myanmar.
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BIRTH WATCH: REDUCING MORTALITY IN REMOTE AREAS AND PROMOTING REPRODUCTIVE
HEALTHCARE SERVICES
Candice Seint Shwe Zin, Nay Lin Tun, Szu-Jin Lian, Tanot Chindanonda
ABSTRACT
Every day, approximately 830 women die, globally, from preventable causes related to pregnancy. We propose a simple
innovation to reduce this number, with a focus initially on Myanmar. Half of all women in rural Myanmar rely on (typically
illiterate) traditional birth attendants (TBA) during pregnancy and labor. These TBAs are not formally educated about child
delivery, and often forget to spot danger signs in labor or to track accurately critical time periods during the birth process.
Therefore, our GPPN project proposes to develop a simple low-cost “Birth Watch” to provide a reliable way of timing
labor pain and other critical birth process outcomes, potentially dramatically improving health outcomes without the need
for high levels of equipment training.

PROFILES
Candice Seint Shwe Zin

Candice Seint Shwe Zin is a master’s in Public Policy candidate at Lee Kuan Yew School of Public
Policy. Prior to enrolling at LKYSPP, she worked at the Ministry of Foreign Affairs, Myanmar to
represent her country.
After spending years working closely with the policy practitioners and politicians, Candice realised
what truly drives the society; it is crucial to understand the work of the policy function and to
define its value to the community and good policy advice depends on skilled policy practitioners.
That’s why she has joined this public policy school; believing that she could develop her policy
skills and produce policy analysis and advice to the community.
In addition to her extensive government experience as a trained junior diplomat and an experienced
liaison officer for State Visits, Candice holds a master’s degree in Business Administration from
University of Northampton, UK and a bachelor’s degree of Business in IT from University of
Greenwich, UK. She speaks fluent English, Burmese and Mandarin and has graduated with a BA in
Chinese literature from the University of Foreign Languages, Myanmar. She upholds the value of
making a difference to the community.

Nay Lin Tun

Nay Lin Tun is an emergency medical doctor who works in Rakhine State. He provides medical
care via mobile community-based healthcare to the Rohingya community and internal displaced
population due to conflict and fighting. It is often difficult for the Rohingya to receive the care they
deserve. Dr. Tun continues to serve medical care and supports individuals trapped in the Rohingya
Conflict. He puts himself at immense risk by entering such conflict zones but sees the great need
of the local populations and is working hard to make a difference.
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Szu-Jin Lian

Szu-Jin Lian is currently pursuing a master’s in Public Policy, having recently graduated from YaleNUS College as an Anthropology major. Her interests lie in public health and population aging
issues. Her recent research projects study Singapore’s caregiving and eldercare landscape. Prior
to pursuing public policy, she dabbled in journalism. Now armed with skills in both qualitative and
quantitative research, she hopes to solve public health issues using creative yet realistic policy
solutions.

Tanot Chindanonda

Tanot Chindanonda worked in a publishing company for the years as an editor; then began work
as a freelance translator, focusing on non-fiction books. His works include the Thai translation of
“A Little History of Economics” by Niall Kishtainy, “The ALL NEW Don’t Think of an Elephant” by
George Lakoff, and “How the World Changed Social Media” by Daniel Miller et al. He is also working
for a Member of Parliament in Thailand as a personal specialist, focusing on education policy.
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iFIGHT INEQUALITY: IMPROVING FINANCIAL LITERACY, OUTFIGHTING INEQUALITY

Arief Rizky Bakhtiar, Dimas Fauzi, Hilda Kurniawati, Rosa Vanda Melania, Zidny Ilman

ABSTRACT
iFight Inequality is a community development project aiming to narrow economic inequality through financial education for
low-income urban households in Indonesia. We work with established local grassroots organisations to provide consultancy
and curriculum integration to their respective financial education programs which incorporate a gender-sensitive approach.
At the end of the program, we expect participating households to have a well-planned financial decision-making process,
and to invest in productive assets in the formal financial sector. This project will accommodate three financial modules
over the period of six months, covering financial management, planning and basic investment. As such, it will support the
government in enhancing financial literacy and financial inclusion rate among low-income households in Indonesia.

PROFILES
Arief Rizky Bakhtiar

Arief Rizky Bakhtiar (Abe) pursues a master’s in Public Policy at the Lee Kuan Yew School of Public
Policy, National University of Singapore with full scholarship from the Indonesia Endowment Fund
for Education (LPDP).
He has worked with the ASEAN Secretariat and the Ministry of National Development Planning
of Indonesia, working on various areas from regional economic integration to development aid.
He has also interned with the APEC Policy Support Unit, assisting research on advancing financial
inclusion in the region. Previously, he studied international relations and Asian studies from Gadjah
Mada University and Hankuk University of Foreign Studies.

Dimas Fauzi

Dimas Fauzi is a first-year master’s in Public Policy (MPP) student at the Lee Kuan Yew School
of Public Policy, National University of Singapore (NUS). Prior to pursuing his MPP, he was a
Research Analyst at the World Resources Institute (WRI) Indonesia, a think-tank specialising on
sustainability issues where he mainly worked on community-based forest management, forest
restoration and renewable energy transition research. Currently, he is also undertaking part-time
research positions at Energy Studies Institute and Asia Competitiveness Institute, both at NUS.

Hilda Kurniawati

Hilda Kurniawati is a first-year Master in Public Policy student at Lee Kuan Yew School of Public
Policy, National University of Singapore. She is currently working as a part-time Graduate Research
Assistant at the Asia Competitiveness Institute, LKYSPP. Prior to graduate school, she worked as a
Junior Economist at The Employers’ Association of Indonesia and as a Research Fellow at Central
Bank of Indonesia. She is passionate about economic development and financial education
issues. Since 2016, she has served as the co-founder of CerdikMapan, a youth-led foundation with
a strong vision to increase the level of financial literacy in Indonesia.
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Rosa Vanda Melania

Rosa Vanda Melania is a first-year student of Master of Public Policy (MPP) programme at LKYSPP,
National University of Singapore (NUS), under the scholarship from Indonesia government. Holding
a Bachelor of Economics, she is a public officer of Directorate General of Taxes in Indonesia and is
currently focusing her study on Economic and Development specialization. Outside her study, she
has developed interest in education policy, as she believes that better education will lead society
to a better life.

Zidny Ilman

Zidny Ilman spent three years (2016-2019) as Associate Deputy in the Indonesian Presidential
Office before starting his graduate study in LKYSPP’s MPP program. A public policy enthusiast, he
has developed an interest in new policies that could change people’s lives, in particular regarding
infrastructure development, climate change, and poverty reduction policies. For that reason—and
because he is an avid fan of Tottenham Hotspur - he is excited to join 2020 Conference of the GPPN
in London.
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TRANSCEND – MICROWORK FOR TRANSGENDER WOMEN IN DELHI, INDIA
Devyani Chaturvedi, Krithika Subramanian, Ramita Iyer, Tanea Bandyopadhyay
ABSTRACT
Transgender women in Delhi, India form a severely marginalised community, who face socio-economic, political and
cultural exclusion. With their social status acting as a barrier, transgender women lack options for a sustainable livelihood.
This restricts them to the prevailing discriminatory occupations of begging and sex work.
This project – Transcend – aims to utilise digital microwork to financially empower the transgender community
in Delhi, India. Transcend will provide services of identification of pre-existing skills, provision of digital skills, project
management and upskilling. Thus, by engaging in microwork, we expect the community to gain relevant digital skills
and significant work experience. This will empower them to be financially independent and ultimately integrate into the
mainstream workforce.

PROFILES
Devyani Chaturvedi

Devyani Chaturvedi is currently working towards a master’s in International Affairs degree at
the Lee Kuan Yew School of Public Policy with a specialisation in International Economics and
Development. Prior to this, she has experience from the German Development Institute (DIE) in
Germany, University of Pennsylvania’s Institute for Advanced Studies and Carnegie in New Delhi,
where she worked on knowledge generation & cooperation and risk analysis.
Devyani has also worked closely with the Chief Minister’s Office of Chattisgarh government
in India on effective implementation of social policies and programs. She currently serves as the
General Secretary of Conflict Resolution and Development (CORD), a student group at NUS.

Krithika Subramanian

Krithika Subramanian, from India, is pursuing her master’s in International Affairs from the Lee
Kuan Yew School of Public Policy. She has had the experience of working with organizations
such as the Institute for Defence Studies and Analyses, New Delhi where she primarily focused on
the developments and foreign policy of the East Asian nations, and the Chennai Centre for China
Studies, where she carried out a research project in understanding the impact of the portrayal of
women in Chinese media. With a strong background in media and communications, Krithika has
worked with organizations such as the New Delhi Television Network, All India Radio, and The
Hindu. At the Lee Kuan Yew School, she has worked as a teaching assistant and holds multiple
leadership positions in student-led groups. One such group is the Bridging GAP (Bridging Gender
and Policy), which aims at enhancing awareness, knowledge, and importance of gender among
public policy students for them to contribute to gender-sensitive policymaking. In the future, she
aims to pursue her research in analyzing the East Asian Foreign Policy with a specific focus on
the People’s Republic of China.
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Ramita Iyer

Ramita Iyer is a second-year master’s student of International Affairs. She has a keen interest in
global governance, paradiplomacy and sustainable public diplomacy.
Prior to studying at the Lee Kuan Yew School of Public Policy, she worked at a policy research
consultancy in Delhi, India on projects in education and skill development. Ramita has also worked
with India Health Action Trust where she conducted primary research on mental health policies
for the Transgender community. In addition, she has collaborated with the International Council of
Jurists on research in global political processes and international terrorism.
At the Lee Kuan Yew School, Ramita has held two research assistant positions. Last year, she
explored historical and contemporary narratives on India’s maritime connectivity. Currently,
she is analysing the link between public diplomacy and public relations, focusing on ideas of
sustainability, governance and conflict resolution. Ramita holds a bachelor’s degree with honours
in Political Science from University of Delhi. Beyond academics, she is passionate about music
and trekking.

Tanea Bandyopadhyay

Tanea Bandyopadhyay was formerly a journalist, reporting on governance and technology for
a leading English-language newspaper in India. While pursuing her Master’s in International
Affairs, she travelled to Bulgaria to research and test the use of digital microwork in improving
refugee integration. She compiled a report analyzing the key political trends of data localisation in
Southeast Asia and the impact of the US-China rivalry vis-a-vis the Digital Belt and Road Initiative
in the region. She is a member of student groups focusing on gender policy and tech policy. She
was the Teaching Assistant for the core module: Research Methods in International Affairs. She is
currently developing a framework on the use microwork to provide employment opportunities to
refugees. She is passionate about innovation in policy making, refugee and gender policies, and
geopolitics.
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School of International and Public Affairs (SIPA),
Columbia University
ADDRESSING THE INEQUALITY OF ACCESS TO FOOD IN MEXICO
Maria Luisa Montalvo Puccini, Mariana Riquelme, Sofia Ruiz De Teresa, Valeria Cantu De Leon
ABSTRACT
As of 2018, 25.5 million people in Mexico do not have access to food. At the same time, 34% of the food produced in the
country is wasted. At present day, the food retail and service industries have not actively collaborated to reduce waste due
to the lack of regulation, targeted budgeting, leadership behind the movement, and incentives to avoid waste.
Our policy solution will foster cooperation and partnership between actors in the public, private and social sectors. We
will propose enacting government legislation that incentivizes the food retail and service industries to reduce food waste.
Restaurants, supermarkets, and grocery stores will coordinate through a digital platform to alert when food is available and
use existing government resources to redistribute the surplus food towards NGOs like the Mexican Food Bank and others.

PROFILES
Maria Luisa Montalvo Puccini

Maria Luisa Montalvo Puccini is currently studying an MPA concentrating on economic and
political development at Columbia University. She holds a degree in economics from Universidad
de Los Andes, as well as studies in Social Responsibility and Management. She has previously
held roles in project management, leading projects in the non-profit sector and developing
stakeholder coordination. Maria Luisa has also served as a consultant for Gastromotiva, a global
initiative which promotes inclusion through the transformative power of food and participated
in agricultural and agribusiness projects for low-income rural families in Colombia, which have
made her familiar with food value chains.

Mariana Riquelme

Mariana Riquelme is currently pursuing an MIA in Human Rights and Humanitarian Policy at
Columbia University. She holds a B.A. in International Affairs and Environmental Studies from
Northeastern University. Mariana has previously worked for over three years in the extractives
industry in Chile, developing sustainability strategies into core business practices and leading
investor relations on Environmental, Social and Governance (ESG) standards. She also
implemented and evaluated programs based on public-private partnerships with local governments
and community representatives, which included projects to strengthen entrepreneurial skills for
community leaders on issues related to financial stability, water management and education.

Sofia Ruiz De Teresa

Sofia Ruiz de Teresa is currently pursuing an MPA in Economic and Political Development at
Columbia University. She holds an International Affairs degree from the Instituto Tecnologico
Autonomo de Mexico. Currently, she is a consultant to the Chamber of Commerce in Cali,
Colombia, developing strategies to strengthen the entrepreneurial ecosystem of the city. Sofia
has worked in the federal government of Mexico in three different federal agencies: Treasury,
International Affairs, and Social Development. As an adviser to the Minister of Social Development,
she led the National Inclusion Strategy that focused on the evaluation of nutrition strategies
and coordination of local governments to execute social programs. While at Columbia, she
worked with Gastromotiva, a global initiative that promotes inclusion through the power of food,
in the expansion of the Social Gastronomy Movement. She has also recently collaborated with
Laboratoria to introduce a financial education strategy to their coding bootcamp for women.
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Valeria Cantu De Leon

Valeria Cantú is an MPA student, focusing on economic and political development at Columbia
University. She holds a B.A. in Economics from Tecnológico de Monterrey. She has previously
worked as a Consultant at the Inter-American Development Bank (IDB) in Mexico City and then as
Deputy Director of International Affairs at the Ministry of Finance in Mexico. She currently works at
HPL LLC, a sustainable finance advisory firm that seeks to accelerate capital flows to support the
global sustainability agenda. Also, she is currently a graduate consultant for Fundación Corona,
working to benchmark and analyze innovative financing mechanisms to achieve the Sustainable
Development Goals (SDGs) in Colombia. Her professional and academic interests include
sustainable finance, impact investing, and social entrepreneurship.
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AMAL
Sarah Jane Noujeim, Sarah Sakha, Sevita Rama, Soha Eshraghi, Tara Das
ABSTRACT
Amal is a cloud-based platform that empowers women to gain greater access and control of their rights in the MENA region.
Piloting in Jordan, the platform provides women with a reliable and simplified source of information and resources through
an easily navigable, interactive user interface to learn about their legal rights and any relevant legal procedures. Women
can also use Amal as an e-filing service, making the submission and processing of government documents more efficient,
accessible, and safe. With Amal, women can more easily take ownership of their rights, and complete and submit required
documentation with confidence and ease. Amal will be complemented by ongoing on-the-ground efforts to promote digital
literacy in order to increase the utility and reach of the platform among the most marginalized.

PROFILES
Sarah Jane Noujeim

Sarah Jane Noujeim is currently an MPA candidate at Columbia SIPA and is focusing her studies
on Economic and Political Development. Prior to attending SIPA, Sarah Jane started her consulting
career at A.T. Kearney as an intern and then worked for Boston Consulting Group (BCG) Middle
East for almost 3 years. As part of the consulting team, Sarah Jane helped private and public
sector clients develop comprehensive strategies across different sectors including education,
social security, energy, SME support, and privatization. This past summer, Sarah Jane did a preMPA internship at a Venture Capital firm to support their fundraising efforts, including mapping
out potential investors and conducting a comprehensive outreach. She also helped the fund with
business development initiatives such as launching a foundation arm (which aims to leverage the
latest tech for social good) and evaluating the pitch materials of 18 education tech ventures for
WISE Accelerator (part of Qatar Foundation).

Sarah Sakha

Sarah Sakha is a first-year master’s student at Columbia University’s School of International and
Public Affairs (SIPA), studying Human Rights and Humanitarian Policy with a focus on Technology
and Media. In 2018, she graduated with a bachelor’s degree in International Affairs and a minor in
Near Eastern Studies from Princeton University, where she served as Editor-in-Chief of The Daily
Princetonian and led student organizing efforts around Palestine, Islamophobia, gun reform, and
sexual assault. She uses writing as a means of storytelling, education, and advocacy, through
lenses of race, religion, and gender. Her policy research focuses on issues of migration, diaspora,
and identity, particularly on Iran and Palestine. She has worked in different capacities across the
public and social sector. She currently serves as President of the SIPA Palestine Working Group and
works at the American Civil Liberties Union (ACLU) as a Graduate Research Intern.
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Sevita Rama

Sevita Rama is a development practitioner with four years of experience in rural economic
development projects in the Middle East and North Africa (MENA). She is currently pursuing a
Master’s in Public Administration with a concentration in Development Practice and specialization
in Technology, Media and Communication at Columbia University’s School of International and
Public Affairs (SIPA) where she is also a 2019-2020 Foreign Language and Area Studies Scholar
for Arabic and the MENA region. Sevita’s experience with Oxfam and local project implementers
nurtured her passion for storytelling, local capacity building, and bridging high-level policy with
community needs. At SIPA, Sevita also serves on the boards of SIPA Students of Color and the
Food Systems Group.

Soha Eshraghi

Soha received her bachelor’s degree in political science and development practice from UC Berkeley
and is a 2021 MPA in Development Practice candidate at Columbia University. She completed
her undergraduate practicum in rural Uganda with a public health NGO and also interned with
an international public health NGO headquartered in San Francisco. Before pursuing her master’s
degree, she worked at the World Bank for the past five years on agriculture and gender policy,
aiming to influence policymakers in setting up smart reforms that ensure efficient regulatory
processes for agribusinesses while safeguarding vulnerable populations such as women and
smallholder farmers. She is now interested in learning how to leverage the private sector to push
forward sustainable development in emerging markets.

Tara Das

Tara is currently pursuing an MPA degree in Development Practice. Born to Indian and American
parents and raised in Italy, Tara holds a degree in Politics and Francophone Studies from Bates
College. Upon graduation from college, Tara worked for an International EdTech company in
Boston, followed by a year teaching English with the Fulbright program in Casablanca, Morocco.
Most recently, Tara worked with the Center for Disease Control and Moroccan Ministry of Health’s
“Data for Health” partnership project in Rabat, Morocco: coordinating the nation-wide digital civil
registration initiative. At SIPA, Tara serves as treasurer on the MENA forum and takes great interest
in urban policy in emerging market cities.
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TINH TAM
Dan Poniachik, Khanh Vu, Loan Kim Chu, Taylor Light
ABSTRACT
The endemic challenge of a rising mental health disease burden is gravely affecting Vietnam’s youth. Over 3 million
Vietnamese youth suffer from common mental health distress and 25 – 60% of Vietnamese students have reported
mental health problems. Government initiatives to address this challenge have been limited, national hospitals serve the
primary function of treating severe mental health cases, and private practices in Vietnam charge inaccessible prices. Tinh
Tam is a wellness platform: built to address the concerning gap of affordable, accessible, and usable health and wellness
services in Vietnam. Tinh Tam serves as a publicly available tool to be used in partnership with government-led mental
health initiatives and in service of educational institutions and mental-health focused organizations in Vietnam.

PROFILES
Dan Poniachik

Dan is currently pursuing his master’s in Public Administration at the School of International
and Public Affairs at Columbia University, with a concentration in Development Practice. Prior
to SIPA, he was working at ideas42 bringing new insights based in behavioural economics to
financial inclusion problems in Chile and Mexico. He also has public sector experience in Chile’s
National Council of Innovation for Development (CNID), as well as in CIEPLAN, a Latin American
Public Policy Think Tank based in Santiago, Chile. He has spent some time in peace-building
projects in the Middle East as well. Currently, his interest lies in the intersection between social
psychology, design thinking, education and mental health. He is also a participant in GPPN’s
year-long Sustainable Development Goals Professional Certificate, as part of SIPA’s team.

Khanh Vu

Khanh Vu is a Vietnamese citizen currently pursuing a Master of Public AdministrationDevelopment Practice degree with a specialization in International Conflict Resolution at
Columbia University. Prior to joining Columbia University’s School of International and Public
Affairs (SIPA), Khanh spent five years living in Washington D.C and gaining diverse professional
experiences from both the private and non-profit sector in online fundraising strategy, non-profit
communications, M&E, project management, and humanitarian emergency responses. With
her fellow SIPA classmates, Khanh is working on a wellness mobile application, attempting
to find a unique solution to common mental health distress in youth as well as building a
wellness ecosystem in Vietnam. At SIPA, her interests lie at the intersection of humanitarian
affairs, education in emergencies, and psychological and psychosocial wellbeing-centered
public policies. She holds a B.A in International Relations and Nonprofit Studies at Kent State
University, and she is a Co-President of SIPA’s Humanitarian Affairs Working Team.
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Loan Kim Chu

Kim Loan was born in a Thai refugee camp to Vietnamese parents. She graduated from the
University of Southern California with a degree in Business Administration and is currently pursuing
a master’s in International Affairs with a concentration on Economic & Political Development. Prior
to SIPA, she spent three years working in management consulting, followed by two years at a
global health non-profit in Southeast Asia. Ms. Chu has worked in program development, human
centred design, social enterprise strategy, digital strategy, and process design for organizations
across the private and non-profit sectors. She is deeply interested in the intersection of social
innovation, psychosocial support, gender development and digital inclusion. In her spare time, she
enjoys hiking, discovering city gems, and hosting themed gatherings.

Taylor Light

Taylor is a Design Fellow with Columbia University Entrepreneurship, Innovation and Design and a
Fellow at MIT’s D-Lab. He has served as a design strategy consultant for social entrepreneurs and
entrepreneurship accelerators in Uganda and Kenya, and brings experience in global advocacy,
campaigning, and program design from his work with Global Citizen. After starting his career at
the intersection of live music and international development advocacy, Taylor now teaches and
practices design thinking in the areas of agribusiness, social entrepreneurship, and sustainable
development. Taylor is currently pursuing his master’s in Development Practice at Columbia SIPA
with a focus on agricultural value chains, management, and social entrepreneurship.
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UNEQUAL ACCESS TO HOUSING FOR KOREAN ELDERLY: PPP HOUSING
Ho Young Lee, Hyunah Shim
ABSTRACT
In Korea, 25.4% of the single-household elders live under housing poverty. Our team focuses on the unequal access to
housing for the Korean elders, which is structurally caused by market and public failures. This is demonstrated in Korea’s
highest elderly poverty among OECD countries, unaffordable rent price for the retirees, and short supply of public housings
to low-income elderly.
Our proposal, “PPP housing,” attempts to sustainably improve housing accessibility to the elders by leveraging funding
from the private sector in collaboration with various stakeholders of government, landlords, and service providers. The PPP
model reduces capital costs by introducing a public guarantor model, signs long-term housing contracts with landlords,
and further provides mental support programs in collaboration with local NGOs.

PROFILES
Ho Young Lee

Hoyoung is a master’s candidate at Columbia University’s School of International and Public Affairs
with a concentration in Economic Development. Currently, he is a manager at VERI Nano, a biotech
start-up based in Boston, Massachusetts. His prior experience includes founding a successful
non-profit start-up called Tenspoon (십시일밥) in Korea. The organization was: featured 100+
times in Korean public media outlets; one of the eleven best social-innovation practices in Korea
in 2017; awarded the Asian Youth Philanthropist in 2016; and selected as the organization that
changed Seoul citizens’ lives in 2015.

Hyunah Shim

Hyunah (Heidi) Shim is a first-year Master of Public Administration candidate at Columbia’s
School of International and Public Affairs, where she concentrates in Economic Development with
a specialization in Data Analytics. Before matriculating to Columbia, Heidi was an Associate at
Mizuho Bank in their trade finance team, after joining the bank in 2015 through management trainee
program. Her work at Mizuho Bank in Hong Kong and Singapore focused on structuring receivable
financing deals and new trade finance product implementations across East Asia and Asia Pacific
regions. Prior to Mizuho Bank, Heidi worked as a Research Assistant with Roland Berger in Korea,
where she researched and analyzed a new strategy for a client’s business expansion. Heidi holds a
Bachelor of Arts in Economics and International Relations from University of Toronto after having
grown up in China and Korea. She speaks Korean, English, Chinese and Spanish.
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School of Public Affairs, Sciences Po
EQUAL SUMMER PROGRAM
K.C. Sachin, Samarth Khitha, Shruti Slaria, Sweekrity Goyal
ABSTRACT
Summer learning loss disproportionately affects students from marginalized communities, resulting in learning inequalities
which accumulate over the years. Currently, in the context of India, provisions for cognitive engagement of these students
over the summer are either short-term or non-existent. The Equal Summer Program (ESP) program thus aims to tackle
educational inequality in India through a long-term results-based approach. It is an innovative summer learning program
for continued academic engagement with a holistic curriculum focused on mathematics, language, and life skills. ESP will
also generate empirical evidence on the magnitude of summer learning loss in students from marginalized communities
to enable gradual scaling up of the program.

PROFILES
K.C. Sachin

K.C. Sachin is a second-year Master of Public Policy student at Sciences Po. He is currently working
as a Policy Research Intern with the Organisation for Economic Co-Operation & Development
(OECD) at their Development Co-Directorate’s Research Unit. In the past, he has worked to monitor
the implementation of the Government of India’s maternal healthcare scheme in rural Jharkhand,
India, under the guidance of the development economist Dr. Jean Drèze. He has also conducted
payment audits of social welfare schemes in rural Bihar and Chattisgarh, India.
He completed his Bachelor’s in political science from Ashoka University in India, where he
was elected the President of the Student Government and represented 1100+ students over a
year-long term. Sachin will complete his Master’s in July 2020. He is looking forward to exploring
professional opportunities with consultancies in the development sector.

Samarth Khitha

Samarth Khitha is a student of Public Policy at Sciences Po, Paris. He has previously studied
business management and was working in a consulting role with Bain and Company. His areas of
interest are centred around Technology, Education Agriculture and Gender in Asia and specifically
the Indian Subcontinent. His ideology lies in the belief that policy today is commoditised, and in
the future the distinction between business and policy making will be dissolved further. He hopes
to understand this constantly evolving dynamic: leveraging it to establish a balance between
business, management, policy development and governance, and exploring how it can be translated
for the benefit of the society. In the future he wishes to work in the development, corporate social
responsibility and social entrepreneurship spheres.

Shruti Slaria

Shruti is a second-year master’s student in Public Policy at Sciences Po, Paris, specializing in
the Politics and Public Policy stream. She also holds a master’s degree in Development Studies
from Tata Institute of Social Sciences, Mumbai. Interested in the field of development policy and
institution building, especially in the South Asian region, Shruti is currently interning with the
Multilateral Performance Assessment Network (MOPAN) at OECD. Previously, she has worked in
the field of democracy and electoral reforms in the SAARC region with Dr. S. Y. Quraishi (former
Chief Election Commissioner of India) and Centre d’Etudes de l’Inde et de l’Asie du Sud at Centre
National de la Recherche Scientifique (CNRS)
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Sweekrity Goyal

Sweekrity Goyal is a master’s student in Public Policy with a focus on Social Policy and Social
Innovation at Sciences Po, Paris. Before pursuing her Master’s, she was working as a consultant with
the Social Welfare Department in Telangana, India; here she identified gaps and drafted policies to
increase the quality of education for higher education institutes. She was also a social entrepreneur
for five years working in the field of education and human development. During this time, she led
program development and management of four innovative programs to increase the access to and
the quality of education in public schools of India. One of her programs was successful in bringing
a state-level policy change, mandating summer learning programs for 200,000 students. Her core
strength lies in liaising with multiple stakeholders from diverse backgrounds - such as government
bodies, universities, policymakers, disengaged communities and most importantly students - to
advance the capacity of each social actor. She is a nature enthusiast and feels alive on treks and
hikes and is currently trying her hand at learning the ukulele.
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NUTRIGREEN NORTH: TACKLING FOOD INSECURITY IN NUNAVUT, CANADA
Alessandra Cicci, Amelie Fabian, Jad El Tal, Sharika Khan
ABSTRACT
Grocery shopping in Canada’s largest and mostly indigenous territory, Nunavut, is a significant financial burden to its
population. Compounded with its low quality, consumer acceptability, and preferences, access to food is vastly limited
Northern Canada. Nunavut has the highest rate of food insecurity with 50.8% of households reporting being food insecure
compared to the national average of 15.2%. This extreme inequality has had serious consequences for the territory and
the country.
NutriGreen North tackles this inequality by investing in sustainable greenhouses that operate year-round, and in
creating education programs with local partners, in order to increase the supply and uptake of fresh produce. This would
significantly reduce the cost of these products and decrease the rate of food insecurity in Nunavut to the national average
by 2030.

PROFILES
Alessandra Cicci

Alessandra Cicci is from Toronto, Canada and is currently pursuing a dual master’s degree in public
policy and global affairs at Sciences Po and the Munk School of Global Affairs and Public Policy at
the University of Toronto. She also holds an Honours Bachelor of Arts in Political Science, Italian
and European Union Studies from the University of Toronto. Alessandra previously served as CoChair of the G20 Research Group and attended various G7 and G20 summits to present research
findings to policy experts and members of the international media. Previously, Alessandra interned
at a public affairs firm and worked in the public sector for the City of Toronto. She has received the
Youth Achievement Award from the National Congress of Italian Canadians for her contributions
to the Italian-Canadian community.

Amelie Fabian

Amelie Fabian is a candidate in the Dual Masters’ degree in Public Policy and Global Affairs with
the School of Public Affairs at Sciences Po, Paris and the Munk School of Global Affairs and Public
Policy at the University of Toronto. Amelie is passionate about international development and the
role that the private sector can play to facilitate this.
Amelie completed a Bachelor of Commerce at McGill University, specializing in Accounting and
International Business. Subsequent to that, she spent a year working in the Audit practice of
Deloitte Toronto auditing real estate and financial institutions.
Amelie is an avid advocate for refugee education. Notably, she participated in a high-level meeting
on refugee education during the United Nations General Assembly in 2018. She encouraged other
countries to adopt Canada’s Student Refugee Program that sponsors refugees to attend university
in Canada. Amelie is a beneficiary of the program.
Amelie is interested in merging her interest in business with that of reducing inequalities between
the West and the Global South. She believes that investments in the proper infrastructures and
education, among other things, are powerful tools that can be used to achieve this.
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Jad El Tal

Jad El Tal is a Dubai-born Lebanese-Canadian, who is completing a dual master’s degree between
SciencesPo in Paris and the Munk School of Global Affairs at the University of Toronto. Having
graduated with a First Class Joint-Honours degree in Political Science and Middle Eastern Studies
from McGill University, his interests lie in education policy development as a means to resolve
conflict, and international arbitration.
In 2017, he worked for the United Nations Development Programme in Lebanon, where he helped
plan and implement projects that helped foster positive relations between Lebanese citizens and
Syrian refugees in the country. Last year, he worked in the Parliament of Ontario, Canada in a
unique non-partisan capacity, as an assistant to both government and opposition Members of
Parliament. Here he got to work in the different stages of policy formulation with government and
then criticize government policies with opposition.
Jad is honoured, excited and extremely humbled to have been selected to participate in the
conference and looks forward to connecting with folks who are interested in education, conflict
resolution and development work!

Sharika Khan

Sharika is currently a dual degree candidate pursuing a master’s in Public Policy from Sciences
Po and a Master of Global Affairs from the Munk School of Global Affairs & Public Policy at the
University of Toronto. Prior to her graduate studies, Sharika worked with the City of Toronto’s
Environment and Energy Division. She completed her bachelor’s degree with a double-major in
International Relations and Political Science at the University of Toronto. As a Compliance Analyst
with the G7 and G20 Research groups, she analyzed member countries’ level of compliance with
various international commitments including aviation and border security, gender equality, and
climate action. She also conducted research with the Canadian Centre for the Responsibility to
Protect (CCR2P) where she evaluated the normative and political evolution of the R2P principle in
India and Canada.
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TOWARDS A “JUSTAINABLE” TRANSITION
Andrea Dugo, Davide Brugola, Johanna Dirlewanger-Lücke, Mara Ellemunt, Michael Flood
ABSTRACT
Moving ‘Towards a “Justainable” Transition’ is best described as killing two birds with one “green” stone - animal cruelty
aside, our proposal asserts that reversing economic inequalities and curbing the impacts of climate change can go hand
in hand. The need for this symbiotic approach to policy-making is particularly acute in France. The Gilets Jaunes are a
symptom of a regressive approach to carbon taxation, and this was the inspiration for this policy proposal which flips that
inequality-producing proposition on its head. ‘Towards a “Justainable” Transition’ is about: everyone making contributions
to fighting climate change; a monthly dividend program that returns funds on a needs-basis; and a Green Action Fund that
redirects revenues directly into moving the needle towards a Global Green Deal.

PROFILES
Andrea Dugo

Andrea Dugo is a 22-year-old Italian dual degree master’s student at Sciences Po Paris and at
the Lee Kuan Yew School of Public Policy of the National University of Singapore. He holds a
bachelor’s degree in Political Science and Economics from the University of Milan with a year
abroad at Waseda University in Tokyo, Japan. His academic interests include, among others,
research on socio-economic inequalities and their effects on the Western political landscape,
along with the study of international relations between the European Union and East Asia. Andrea
has been a contributor to Italian historian and political scientist Aldo Giannuli’s official website and
his passions range from the study of Asian languages such as Chinese and Japanese to travelling
and photography.

Davide Brugola

Davide Brugola is a first-year student of the Dual Master’s Degrees programme between Sciences
Po and LKY – National University of Singapore. He is 22 and he comes from the countryside of
North Italy. He previously obtained a bachelor’s degree in Political Sciences from the Università
degli Studi di Milano. He is really interested in topics related to sustainability, environmental
protection and energy transition/production. For this reason, he is an activist for the introduction
of the legal notion of the ‘Commons’ inside the Italian Civil Code with ‘Comitato Rodotà’. His most
ambitious objective is to have a role in the transition that our society must accomplish.

Johanna Dirlewanger-Lücke

Johanna Dirlewanger-Lücke is a first-year Dual Degree Master student in European Affairs and
Public Policy with Sciences Po Paris and the Lee Kuan Yew School of Public Policy, focusing on
the EU’s external relations. Passionate about International Affairs, she completed her Bachelor
at Sciences Po on the Franco-German and European Campus of Nancy, where she notably had
the opportunity to spend a year abroad at the American University of Central Asia in Bishkek,
Kyrgyzstan. She was offered an internship at the French Institute for Research on Central Asia
(IFEAC) during which she dedicated herself to the study of the dynamics of regional integration in
Central Asia, and Chinese politico-economic influence in the region. Her experiences abroad have
reinforced Johanna’s professional ambition to evolve in the field of political strategy or diplomacy.
Besides her studies, Johanna devotes her free time to sports: notably football, as she is part of
the university team of Sciences Po Paris. She is advocating for equal access to sports, regardless
gender, which she has put into practice in Kyrgyzstan by creating the country’s first female
university team. She speaks French, German, English, Italian, Russian and Spanish.
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Mara Ellemunt

Mara is an Italian student who discovered her passion for international development and policies
through Yoga and her curiosity for Sanskrit. She is a Dual Master’s Degree student in European
Affairs and Public Policy at Sciences Po Paris and the Lee Kuan Yew School of Public Policy,
specializing in Environment, Energy and Sustainability.
Prior to her academic career, Mara worked in her parents’ restaurant in a small village in the
Italian Alps. Yoga Teacher training in Indonesia led her to the studies of Languages and Cultures
of South Asia and Tibet at the University of Vienna. Driven by her fascination for current social
and political challenges in the region, she spent an exchange semester at the Australian National
University and focused on diplomacy and IR in the Asia Pacific. Mara gained practical and
professional experience as an Intern at the Hebron Rehabilitation Committee in the Occupied
Palestinian Territories and as a volunteer in the Elea Refugee Camp in Athens. She is passionate
about working in the field and she holds a strong interest in migration and development. Therefore,
Mara is aspired to dedicate herself to the challenge of climate migration, environmental protection
and energy poverty in her future career

Michael Flood

Michael is a first year master’s student in the Dual Degree in European Affairs and Public Policy
with Sciences Po, where his emphasis is on social policy and social innovation, and the National
University of Singapore. Before moving to Paris, he worked in increasingly senior roles with an
NGO in Canada that is advancing an agenda to put well-being metrics at the forefront of the policymaking process and at the heart of decision-making in government, business, and civil society. He
has delivered talks in Canada, the U.S. and France on the topic. He graduated from the University
of British Columbia with a B.A. in Politics, Philosophy, and Economics (PPE) where he studied as
a Loran Scholar. He delivered the valedictory address at his graduation. Michael was raised in
the Canadian province of New Brunswick, a region with economic hardships but an abundance
of happiness, social capital, and natural beauty - it is this upbringing that has inspired his current
interests and motivations, both personally and professionally.
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School of Public Policy, London School of Economics (LSE)
COUNTAXI: SOLVING THE PUBLIC SERVICES GAP OF RURAL AREAS
Javier Terrero, Nishyodhan Balasundram, Noemi Ventilla, Pablo Mancilla Tenorio
ABSTRACT
Decades of market-failures have led to rural-urban inequality in access to public services. Rural citizens are increasingly
far from needed public services and have become dependent on public transport that is irregular and expensive, as funding
and ridership have declined. CounTaxi creates a demand-responsive transport platform connecting private hire vehicles
(PHV) and taxis with users in rural areas to achieve reliable and flexible rural transport. The scheme will give users access
to affordable and flexible transport when traveling to public services, with a focus on efficient pick-ups and drop-offs to
reduce cost. CounTaxi will provide local drivers with income and councils with data to help map and meet the needs of
their citizens better.

PROFILES
Javier Terrero

Javier is a first-year MPA student at the London School of Economics fascinated with economic
policy. In particular, access to public resources and labour market policies. He joined the programme
as a La Caixa postgraduate scholar. Previously, he completed his bachelor’s in international
Relations from King’s College London with a year abroad at Sciences Po, partly funded by the
British Council.
Prior to joining the course, he worked for a public policy consultancy in Brussels, focusing
on developing innovative policy solutions for market access problems in the healthcare sector.
Javier also has experience in the evaluation of regional funds and policies at the Ministry for
Territorial Policy in Spain and as a journalist at the Spanish News Agency, where he worked in
2017 reporting on political news during the French presidential elections. Javier is committed to
equality of opportunity and has been involved in different non-governmental initiatives to make
higher education accessible to all.

Nishyodhan Balasundram

Nishyodhan is a first-year Master of Public Administration student at the LSE. Originally from
Malaysia, he holds a Bsc. in Economics from University College London (UCL). Previously an
analyst at the Central Bank of Malaysia (Bank Negara Malaysia), he has 6 years of experience
working on financial stability policies for banks, including the Leverage Ratio, Capital Conservation
Buffer and Liquidity Risk Management Guidelines. Currently, he is also a senior consultant at
Cognoscere Consulting, a student-run pro bono consultancy.

Noemi Ventilla

Noemi Ventilla was born in Budapest and grew up in New York City. She graduated from the
University of Notre Dame with a BA in Political Science and International Peace Studies. Before
starting the MPA at LSE, Noemi worked as a federal change management consultant in Washington
DC focusing on homeland security and defense issues. Her interests include local and regional
policy, tech policy and helping communities tackle inequality.
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Pablo Mancilla Tenorio

Pablo Mancilla is pursuing a Master in Public Administration at the LSE. He holds a bachelor’s
in Public Administration and Political Science (Honours) from the University of Chile. Pablo
is passionate about research and policy making and has worked at the University of Chile as a
research assistant in education, worked on private-public regulations projects and occupied
several positions as a teaching assistant. He has also worked as a social policy research intern at
Economic Commission for Latin America (ECLAC-UN) and as an economic advisor in the Chilean
National Congress.
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DICIOTTINOBOND (18BOND)
Antonia Ramm, Carmen Mira, Filippo Maria Bandini, Victoria Suarez Rubio, Zakaria Bekkali
ABSTRACT
Equality of opportunity is a cornerstone of egalitarian and inclusive societies. Despite the prevalence of redistributive
policies, however, we do not observe equal outcomes for individuals who exert the same effort. As a matter of fact, several
outcomes that are desirable for any individual’s well-being, such as having the chance to pursue high-quality education,
having access to valuable job opportunities, enjoying a long and healthy life, and even exercising voice and power, trace
back to the “natural lottery” of life that provides a few individuals with a head start while leaving many others behind. Using
Italy as a pilot country, a reformed tax on inheritance and a universal grant for all adolescents turning 18, the Diciottino, can
level the playing field and contain the role that ascribed wealth plays in young people’s life choices.

PROFILES
Antonia Ramm

Antonia Ramm (26) is an MPA-student at the London School of Economics and Political Science
(LSE). After her Bachelor’s in Business and Business Economics – Specialisation Emerging
Markets - at the University Maastricht, Antonia worked in public sector consulting as well as the
telecommunication industry, both in Latin America and Europe. At the LSE, Antonia specialises in
studies on inequality and poverty following her interest in the increasing concentration of capital
around the world. In her future academic and professional career, she wants to promote public
policy research in the field of wealth and income inequality.

Carmen Mira

Carmen is a Spanish national and first year MPA student at the LSE. Prior to attending the LSE,
she worked as a policy intern at the International Air Transport Association where she focused on
policies to enhance the competitiveness of aviation in Europe. She is principally interested on the
intersection between transport and climate policies. While at the LSE, she is specializing in policymaking in Europe. In addition to Europe, Carmen is passionate about the history and culture of the
Middle East, where she lived abroad and travelled extensively. She obtained her undergraduate
degree from the university of Sciences Po in France. Carmen’s other passions include food, coffee,
running and chess.

Filippo Maria Bandini

European, Liberal Democrat, and visionary. That’s how Filippo would describe himself in three
words. Born and raised in Italy in 1997, Filippo graduated in International Politics and Government
from Bocconi University, Milan, and he is now pursuing a Master in Public Administration at the
London School of Economics and Political Science. Organizer and problem-solver by nature,
Filippo has always strived for excellence and quality outcomes in everything he does. Passionate
about politics and economics and constantly thinking of how the government can safeguard and
improve people’s well-being, Filippo dreams of a better and brighter future for his country and
for the European Union and he’s eager to take advantage of his analytical skills for this purpose.
Whether or not he will have to run for politics to do so is still a matter of debate. First, he would like
to gain some knowledge and experience in the private sector, offering public policy consultancy
services to governments. Having fixed all the problems that Italy has, he wouldn’t mind joining
the European Commission to convince the Member States to complete the process of European
integration. You guessed it right, he will probably have to run for politics.
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Victoria Suarez Rubio

Victoria studied Law and Business Management as her bachelor’s degree. Before finishing her
programme, she became a founding partner of TRIVU, an organization that still operates in Spain
to help students and companies to adapt to the new, yet changing, labour landscape. In the
meantime, we also contributed to the edification of a civic centre in Mathare Slum, Kenya, with a
local NGO. She also organised a business competition among public schools in the area, teaching
students entrepreneurial and innovation skills. Finally, before joining the MPA program at LSE, she
spent a few months at the US House of Representatives working with Rep. Adriano Espaillat.

Zakaria Bekkali

Zak is an Italian-Moroccan first-year MPA student at the LSE. Prior to attending the LSE, he majored
in Politics and Economics at Bocconi University, Italy, and also completed a period of study at
Princeton University. During his undergraduate he interned as a consultant at Save The Children,
where he initiated a professional training scheme for underage refugees in Milan. Whilst working
in rural Tanzania after graduation, he contributed to the strategic expansion of local sunflower
oil businesses which finance community-based rehabilitation centres for disabled individuals.
His main interest is the problem-solving potential of private action for social purpose and public
benefit, as an answer to the failure of both states and markets to resolve persistent social
problems. For this reason, at the LSE, he is planning to specialise in Social Impact in collaboration
with the Marshall Institute and explore emerging institutions and organisations, especially in the
field of education. Zak’s other passions are theatre, afrobeat dance, TED talks and mentoring firstgeneration college students like him.
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IMPROVING OUTCOMES FOR VICTIMS OF DOMESTIC VIOLENCE IN MONGOLIA
Anushay Afnan, Awele Ajufo, Grace Joel, Lauren Hendricks, Marian Woodward
ABSTRACT
Domestic violence disproportionately affects women and girls globally and the scale of DV in Mongolia and the impact
it has on women’s livelihood make it a particularly pressing and urgent issue. Despite recent legislation making DV a
criminal offence in Mongolia, social attitudes, institutional infrastructure and the experience of women has failed to reflect
this shift. Crucially, this injustice manifests in high rates of DV and minimal opportunities for women to report instances
of violence. Our proposal aims to address the challenges Mongolian women face due to gender inequality by facilitating
more effective reporting, response and recourse mechanisms.

PROFILES
Anushay Afnan

Anushay Afnan has a bachelor’s degree in Political Science from Bryn Mawr College and has
worked in sustainable finance in emerging markets for two years before pursuing her Master’s in
Public Administration from LSE. She spent the last year in Mongolia, where she was based at a
leading commercial bank implementing clean energy development financing. Prior to that she was
in Indonesia, working to develop ‘waste to energy’ programs in the country.

Awele Ajufo

Prior to joining the MPA Program at LSE, Awele worked as a Management Consultant, with the
goal of increasing her business acumen while strengthening her problem-solving skills. Her
clients ranged from global Fortune 100 financial institutions to education non-profits based in
Philadelphia. It was through her time consulting for non-profit organizations that she made the
decision to transition into a career focussed on solving global issues and seek her MPA degree at
an international institution. With an undergraduate background in Health Policy & Administration
and Global Health, at LSE Awele looks forward to strengthening her policy-making skills and
dedicating her life to improving health outcomes in under-served communities.

Grace Joel

Grace is originally from Australia and joins the MPA from her Undergraduate degree at the
University of Oxford, where she graduated from Politics, Philosophy and Economics at Balliol
College in 2019. Her academic focus is on economic policy, with particular interest in development,
education reform and the economic mobility of women, which led to her involvement in organising
the LSE School of Public Policy’s first Gender & Policy Conference in 2020. Before joining the
MPA, Grace interned with Macquarie Bank in the Infrastructure and Real Assets division, focusing
on alternative investments in Europe. Alongside her studies, Grace is also a Consultant with
Cognoscere Consulting and currently works part-time as a Carbon Data Analyst with Engaged
Tracking Foundation, assisting in data collection and analysis for the ET Carbon Ranking, an index
of the world’s largest companies and their supply chains. She also volunteers with Action Tutoring,
supporting disadvantaged youth across London through mentoring and education. Beyond the
MPA, Grace hopes to eventually return to work in Australian politics.
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Lauren Hendricks

Lauren is an MPA student at LSE where she volunteers as a Senior Consultant in Cognoscere, the
school’s student-operated, pro-bono consulting group. Before beginning her graduate studies, she
worked in American electoral politics during the 2016, 2018, and 2020 cycles. She served as the
Director of Surrogates and Events at the Democratic National Committee (DNC) in Washington,
D.C. from 2017-2019, and as an opposition researcher at the DNC and Hillary for America during
the 2016 presidential election. From 2013-2015 she was a management consultant with Deloitte’s
Strategy and Operations practice, specializing in the health care sector. In 2012, she earned a
Fulbright Scholarship to teach English in Mongolia at the Erdenet School of Technology, and
in 2011 was selected as a White House intern for Vice President Biden’s Chief of Staff. Lauren
graduated with a BA in Public Policy from Duke University, with a double minor in English and
Theater Studies.

Marian Woodward

Marian is currently undertaking a Master in Public Administration at LSE. Prior to this she worked
as an equity analyst focussed on sustainable investment at a London Asset Manager. Previously,
Marian also worked in Management Consulting, helping companies to improve their sustainability
practices and outcomes, with a particular focus on supply chain management and modern slavery.
Marian holds a First Class Honours degree from the University of Sydney. After graduating from
LSE, she hopes to continue her career in social venture capital and sustainable investment.
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“TRAINING FOR TAXES” SCHEME TO IMPROVE PERU’S HUMAN CAPITAL
Andres Carrillo Rodriguez, Giuliana Huerta-Mercado Carreno, Guillermo Romero,
Sandra Barletti Salas
ABSTRACT
Over the last 25 years, the Peruvian Government has made substantial efforts to expand access to tertiary education.
However, massive and rapid expansion has led to a decrease in quality. Universities and institutes do not teach students
the skills demanded by the labour market and firms report a lack of qualified candidates for their positions. The “Training
for Taxes” scheme will be implemented as a tax deduction for private companies that provide skills training at universities
and institutes, addressing the mismatch between supply and demand of skilled workers. The private companies will design
the content of the training programs and implement the workshops while adhering to the requirements established by the
Ministries of Education and Labour. Thus, the scheme will address the skills shortage and improve Peru’s human capital.

PROFILES
Andres Carrillo Rodriguez

Andres is a current first year MPA student at the London School of Economics. Before coming
to LSE, Andres was as a research associate with the Federal Reserve Bank of Atlanta where he
worked on monitoring private businesses throughout the United States, to survey their inflation
expectations and other perceived uncertainties pertaining to employment, sales, and capital growth
investment rates. Andres has additional professional experience as an Economic Development
intern with the Organization of American States and is aiming to form a career in development and
economic empowerment in Colombia.
Andres holds a Bachelor’s Degree in Economics (Honours), and a minor in Public Policy, from
Georgia State University in Atlanta.

Giuliana Huerta-Mercado Carreno

Giuliana Huerta-Mercado, 23, is a first-year Master of Public Administration student at LSE. She
is originally from Peru and completed her Bachelor’s Degree in Economics at the University of
Michigan-Ann Arbor. While studying at Michigan, she founded United Technologies for Kids, a
non-profit to promote STEM (Science, Technology, Engineering and Mathematics) education in
developing countries and increase the quality of human capital. She has worked in UTK since 2016
implementing co-curricular programs in 70 schools in Peru and Colombia, benefitting more than
2500 students. Through UTK’s STEM Labs Program, students learn how to do hands-on projects with
electronics, industrial design and programming to solve real-world problems in their communities.
Giuliana has been awarded the Optimize Social Innovation Challenge fellowship at Michigan and
Kairos Fellowship for her social entrepreneurship work. Furthermore, she has participated as a
speaker at the conference “Engineering Education Systems that are fit for the future” at the Royal
Academy of Engineering in London, and her work has been featured in Nature Science Journal.
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Guillermo Romero

Guillermo is a first-year MPA at the London School of Economics and Political Science. He was a
Research Consultant at the World Bank in Peru, where he contributed in various studies covering
fiscal, urban development and migration policy. He also has a diverse volunteering background
both in his home country and in Peru, most recently of which was in a non-profit organization
known as CAPA Peru that focuses on the design of projects that seek to streamline social and
human development in the Peruvian Amazon. He holds a bachelor’s degree in International
Business Administration at the European University. Guillermo is particularly interested in labour
market policies, social entrepreneurship, development economics and football.

Sandra Barletti Salas

Sandra is a first-year LSE MPA student, passionate about improvement in the provision of public
services, especially infrastructure and education, through effective policies focused on reducing
inequality. She is from Peru and holds a bachelor’s degree in Economics from Universidad del
Pacifico and a Diploma in Public Administration and Management from Universidad de Piura.
Parallel to her studies, she worked for an NGO focussed on the implementation of sustainable
projects in the Peruvian Amazon. At LSE, she is the Communications Chair for the Student
Association at the School of Public Policy, and a member of the Women’s Network. Prior to LSE,
she worked for four years for key entities of the Peruvian Government - including the Ministry
of Economics and Finance, the Prime Minister’s Office and the Ministry of Education - to unlock
and promote investment through Public-Private Partnerships (PPP) and public procurement. She
also worked for 5 years as a teaching assistant at Universidad del Pacifico, in design and social
evaluation of projects and macroeconomics. In 2018 she presented a research proposal about PPP
at the “Annual Conference of the Latin American and Iberian Association of Law and Economics”
in Paraguay.
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UELCOME
Aijia Liang, Anton Paukner, Jihane Najim, Yasmin Le
ABSTRACT
Uelcome is a platform promoting equal opportunities for disadvantaged immigrants to access higher education in the
United States, focusing on the Hispanic community. These students are challenged by barriers such as a lack of funding
and information and, to top it off, they dare not even dream about pursuing higher education. Drawing on previous
experiences, Uelcome offers a three-prong holistic approach: 1. Our individualized mentorship scheme creates a supportive
environment to build a community of education. 2. Our user-friendly platform disseminates necessary information for
college application processes. 3. Our sponsorship approach efficiently matches donors and recipients and manages
multiple administrative stakeholders. Together, let’s create a Uelcoming environment for young immigrant students in a
highly demanding job market.

PROFILES
Aijia Liang

Aijia is currently a first year Masters of Public Administration student at the London School of
Economics, keenly interested in issues pertaining to inequality. Prior to starting her graduate
degree, Aijia worked in a commercial market research firm where she conducted research on
fast-moving consumer goods, such as homecare products, in developing APAC markets. As an
undergraduate with a background in Psychology and Public Policy, Aijia was heavily involved in the
social sector with a focus on disadvantaged youths. Her first experience with the social sector was
as a volunteer peer tutor for disadvantaged children. She was also part of a team that designed
a year-long community fundraising project for the youth wing of a non-profit organisation. As
an intern with Singapore Children’s Society, a charity focused on the welfare of children, Aijia
conducted research on school absenteeism and generated policy recommendations to reduce
absenteeism in primary school children. Aijia has also participated in community involvement
projects outside of her home country – she designed lesson plans and went to Laos to conduct
English lessons in a primary school for a month.

Anton Paukner

In 2008 Anton started his studies (Business Informatics, BSc & MSc) at the Vienna University
of Technology with a focus on econometrics and macroeconomics. In 2013 he did an Erasmus
Exchange at the Intstituto Superior Tecnico in Lisbon.
During his studies he was already working at one of the leading strategy and management
consultancies in the financial services industry in Europe. He stayed there for more than 7 years
and conducted numerous projects (e.g. accounting, digitalisation, regulatory, strategy) throughout
Europe and Russia. Last year, during his wife’s MBA, he relocated to Singapore and France, where
he started preparations for his upcoming MPP studies at LSE.

Domenica Avila

Domenica is an Ecuadorian political activist and economist. As a Political University Leader,
she has overseen several projects aimed at improving students´ learning conditions in public
universities. She also researched the pertinence of the Ecuadorian admission system for higher
education and studied the determinants of academic performance and university dropout, to
design strategies for intervention. She has previous research experience in the fields of Economic
Development, well-being, physical activity and dietary intake, in schools from urban and rural areas
in Ecuador. Domenica also has experience in Strategic Planning in the Higher Education sector,
designing guidelines and systems to promote institutional development projects. On her volunteer
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work, she has been active for seven years, supporting children and teenagers from vulnerable
backgrounds. She is also a founder member of Va pa’lante, a volunteering community that works
with Venezuelan immigrants in Ecuador to foster social and labor inclusion. Currently, she is an
MPA candidate where she wants to learn how to promote knowledge transfer from academy to
politics, and public service as a driver for sustainable development and equality.

Jihane Najim

Through her academic and professional experiences, Jihane Najim had the opportunity to live
in four continents and experience seven different cultures, which strengthened her polyglotism.
After graduating from a dual Master’s in Geostrategy & International Business in France, she spent
one semester abroad in the Republic of Korea before obtaining a certificate in International Law
in the Netherlands. Jihane carried out all her professional experiences in the Permanent Missions
of her country to the United Nations in both Geneva and New York, as well as in the Embassy of
her country in Madrid. This enabled her to mix up two of her greatest passions: the diplomatic
service in the Ministry of Foreign Affairs as well as the world of international organizations. All
these experiences led her to the MPA at LSE that she envisions as a stepping stone to fulfil her
dream of becoming a strong agent for change. Jihane focuses her research on education, poverty,
and gender inequalities, as well as the role of multilateral institutions. She aspires to become an
Ambassador one day, as a key player in improving bilateral and multilateral relationships amidst
countries.

Yasmin Le

Yasmin Le is a student at the London School of Economics pursuing her Master’s in Public
Administration, specialising in Social Impact. During her undergraduate studies in Business
Administration at the University of Mannheim, she developed a keen interest in social
entrepreneurship by engaging with the student initiative Enactus. There, she co-led the project
“ReSoil”, which aids the stabilisation of local livelihoods in Uganda by introducing an economic
scheme around the composting process Terra Preta. Prior to starting at the LSE, she worked as
a policy advisor at the European Parliament. In her role, she was working on multiple files, such
as employees’ rights, or Blockchain Technology, in the committees for employment and industry.
She is particularly interested in the utilisation of new technologies and their pervasive potential to
eradicate poverty.
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SDG Professional
Certificate Programme
Scientific Advisors to the SDG teams
CHRISTIAN FLACHSLAND

Professor of Sustainability, Hertie School
Christian Flachsland is Professor of Sustainability at the Hertie School. His research focuses on the
design, governance and political economy of climate, energy and sustainability policy. He is also a
Research Fellow at the Mercator Research Institute on Global Commons and Climate Change (MCC).
Previously, he was Assistant Professor of Climate and Energy Governance at the Hertie School, as
well as Head of the working group “Governance” at the MCC. He was a contributing author to the
Fifth Assessment Report on the Mitigation of Climate Change by the Intergovernmental Panel on
Climate Change (IPCC). Recently, he co-authored the MCC-PIK Expertise “Optionen für eine CO2Preisreform” for the German Council of Economic Experts.

JIE SHENG

Scientific Advisor for SDG Professional Certificate Programme, Lee Kaun Yew at the National
University of Singapore (NUS)
Jie-Sheng Tan-Soo is an Assistant Professor at the Lee Kuan Yew School of Public Policy. He
received his PhD in Environmental Policy from the Nicholas School of the Environment and Sanford
School of Public Policy at Duke University. His research interests are broadly in the intersection of
environment, health, and development. Some of the topics he has worked on are indoor air pollution
from usage of biomass fuels and inefficient stoves, industrial pollution in China, air quality valuation,
impact evaluation of water and sanitation interventions, ecosystem services provided by tropical
forests. While the topics are interdisciplinary, he mainly uses microeconometrics techniques in
combination with economic modelling to conduct empirical research.

GLENN DENNING

Professor of Professional Practice in International and Public Affairs; Director, Master of Public
Administration in Development Practice (MPA-DP), School of International and Public Affairs
(SIPA), Columbia University
Glenn Denning joined SIPA in 2009 as founding Director of the Master of Public Administration
in Development Practice (MPA-DP), a joint undertaking of SIPA with Columbia University’s Earth
Institute. He teaches a core course on Global Food Systems. From 2011 to 2014, Denning served
as Director of the Earth Institute’s Center on Globalization and Sustainable Development. In May
2014, Denning was appointed Director of the New York Office of the Sustainable Development
Solutions Network (SDSN), which mobilizes scientific and technical expertise from academia, civil
society, and the private sector in support of sustainable development problem-solving at local,
national, and global scales.
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LAËTITIA ATLANI-DUAULT

Scientific Director of the Fondation Maison des sciences de l’homme (FMSH), Research
Professor at CEPED (IRD / Paris V University), Scientific Advisor for SDG Professional Certificate
Programme, Sciences Po
Laëtitia Atlani-Duault is a French social anthropologist. She is Research Professor at CEPED (IRD
/ Paris V University), and Scientific Director of the Fondation Maison des sciences de l’homme
(FMSH) in Paris. She is a recipient of the CNRS Medal for Research Excellence, awarded by France’s
National Centre for Scientific Research (CNRS). Her work focuses on critical analysis of the politics
and practices of humanitarian aid on both the local and international levels. She also publishes
on diverse subjects such as the governance of the United Nations, organized sexual violence and
humanitarian assistance, the exportation of democracy in the former Second World, social media
in times of epidemics, and the relationship between social scientists and the law. She is currently
conducting a large study on sexual abuse in ecclesiastic settings, in her capacity as a scientific
member of France’s Independent Commission on Sexual Abuse within the Catholic Church.
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Hertie School
MINING THE FUTURE
Tibbe Van Den Nieuwenhuijzen, Yuan Ting Lee
ABSTRACT
The concept of a “Just transition” is one that is gaining increasing attention in both academic and in societal debates. The
necessity of countries to reduce their emissions might cause massive social and economic disruption. Ambitious climate
policy, therefore, cannot go without strong social policy. This project has aimed to bridge this gap for the Lusatia area
in Germany. After analysing the regional and political needs, this project presents a multi-level coordination framework
providing hands-on tools for policy makers. Thereby supporting Germany to reach its goals under the Paris Agreement
as well as utilising these climate measures to lift a historically disadvantage region to become a vibrant and lively place.

PROFILES
Tibbe Van Den Nieuwenhuijzen

Currently, Tibbe is a second-year MIA student at the Hertie School in Berlin, in addition to finishing
his master-thesis he is part of the German GPPN Team. Before starting in Berlin, he worked as the
Dutch Youth Representative to the European Union, representing the voice of Dutch youngsters
to the European Institutions. In this capacity, he was involved in shaping the Youth Agenda of the
Dutch Presidency of the Council of the EU in 2016. He furthermore worked as a debate trainer and
moderator for the public and private sector.

Yuan Ting Lee

Yuan Ting is a Master of Public Policy (MPP) student at the Hertie School and works as a Research
Assistant for the Applied Sustainability Science working group at the Mercator Research Institute
on Global Commons and Climate Change (MCC) in Berlin. Previously, she graduated from Imperial
College London with a BSc in Chemistry. Her research interests lie in sustainable futures, smart
cities, and the opportunities that big data and AI can bring to these sectors.
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Lee Kuan Yew School of Public Policy, National University of Singapore (NUS)
CanSortLah!
Ching Ka Tsang, Diane Fajardo, Joanna Lee, Mohnish Kedia
ABSTRACT
In 2018, Singapore generated 7.7 million tonnes of waste, a seven-fold increase from 40 years ago. With the current
unsustainable rate of waste generation, Semakau landfill, Singapore’s only landfill, is expected to run out of space by
2035. Moreover, Singapore will need to build a new incineration plant every 7-10 years, which is costly and environmentally
more damaging than recycling. This project aims to understand and tackle the barriers and facilitators to good household
recycling behavior. We use an evidence-informed approach, keeping the political, operational and behavioral aspects of the
problem in mind while devising the solution. Our final mix of policy tools includes informational, regulatory, organizational
and fiscal tools to alter the current household recycling behavior of Singapore.

PROFILES
Ching Ka Tsang

Christy has worked in the public sector for 3 years. She worked at Civic Exchange, an environmental
think tank and at Oxfam. Prior to studying at the Lee Kuan Yew School of Public Policy, she worked
at the HKSAR Government.

Diane Fajardo

Prior to graduate school, Diane Fajardo worked for the government of the Philippines, as well as
for local and international NGOs. She advocated policies and managed campaigns to improve
education outcomes, elevate teaching quality, promote road safety, ensure better fuel emissions,
advance efficient road transportation, and protect cities from air pollution. Presently, she is a
research assistant at the Institute of Water Policy, and a graduate consultant at the United Nations
Environment Programme. With her Development Communication degree from the University of the
Philippines, Diane merges the art and science of communication with public policy for sustainable
development.

Joanna Lee

Joanna is a second year student from the Master in Public Policy (MPP) programme at the Lee
Kuan Yew School of Public Policy. She is also currently pursuing a Bachelor’s degree in Economics
at the National University of Singapore. She has previously interned with the Ministry of Trade
and Industry, where she analysed the effects of government procurement chapters in free trade
agreements. She also interned with the Ministry of Finance, where she studied the benefit
withdrawal effects of social assistance schemes in Singapore. Driven by her passion for migrant
communities, she volunteers at the Humanitarian Organisation for Migration Economics, providing
casework support to female domestic workers. She aspires to apply her public policy training to
designing solutions that will improve the welfare of vulnerable communities.

Mohnish Kedia

Mohnish is a Master of Public Policy student at the Lee Kuan Yew School of Public Policy. He was
previously a Yenching Academy Scholar at Peking University. Mohnish is trained in economics at
University of Delhi and University of Cambridge. He has a strong interest in social policy, especially
health policy, and he has worked with the George Institute for Global Health.
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School of International and Public Affairs (SIPA), Columbia University
STANDUP
Alexon Grochowski, Dan Poniachik, Devina Srivastava, Emily Boytinck, Qi Yang, Zulpha Styer
ABSTRACT
Gender-based violence stems from mental models and conditioning, often acquired early in life. StandUP is a social
campaign intervention that aims to reduce gender-based violence in South Africa by focusing on the behavior change
amongst boys between the ages of 10 and 13, by encouraging bystander intervention at all stages of disrespect towards
women. Composed of a progressive ladder of engagement including social media challenges, TV shows and behavioral
training, the StandUP campaign enriches the existing social and political campaign scheme by addressing false beliefs
about rape. It enforces cross-sector partnership that will effectively raise public awareness and therefore generate
profound social and policy change.

PROFILES
Alexon Grochowski

Alexon Grochowski is concentrating in International Finance and Economic Policy at SIPA with an
interest in emerging capital markets. She is presently consulting for the US Department of Defense
in Timor Leste and has previously worked in Brazil, Haiti, and Rwanda.
After graduating from Cornell University with a BSc, Alexon co-founded le Centre d’Education
Inclusif (CEI) in Haiti to integrate children living with disabilities into traditional classrooms. In
2016, Alexon took up the Emergency Logistics Manager role for a development agency in the
aftermath of Hurricane Matthew where she organized a consortium to distributed 50 metric tons of
supplies via helicopter drops. She continued with the agency as the Healthcare Program Manager,
managing the operations of a primary care clinic and staff of 42.
In 2018, Alexon transitioned to Rwanda to become the Global Supply Chain Coordinator for
Zipline International, the first company to use unmanned aerial systems to deliver urgent medical
assistance. At Columbia University, she consulted for an ed-tech start up in Brazil and interned with
the Scheduling and Advance Team for Mayor De Blasio in New York. Her work has been recognized
by Business Insider, the Clinton Foundation, and CNN.

Dan Poniachik

Dan is currently pursuing his Master’s in Public Administration at the School of International and
Public Affairs at Columbia University, with a concentration in Development Practice. Prior to SIPA,
he was working at ‘ideas42’ bringing new insights based in behavioral economics to financial
inclusion problems in Chile and Mexico. He also has public sector experience in Chile’s National
Council of Innovation for Development, CNID, as well as in CIEPLAN, a Latin American Public Policy
Think Tank, based in Santiago, Chile. He has spent some time in peace-building projects in the
Middle East as well. Currently, his interest lies in the intersection between social psychology, design
thinking, education and mental health. He is also a participant in GPPN’s year long Sustainable
Development Goals Professional Certificate, as part of SIPA’s team. “
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Devina Srivastava

Devina Srivastava is a Master of Public Administration in Development Practice candidate at the
School of International and Public Affairs (SIPA) at Columbia University, specializing in Gender and
Public Policy, Management, and Technology, Media and Communications. She holds a Bachelor
of Science (Honours) in Economics and Politics from the University of Bath and a Post Graduate
Diploma in Human Rights Law from the National School of India University. Devina has since spent
the last five years working on the nexus of social inclusion, digital development and gender, as a serial
entrepreneur and across various non-profit organisations and philanthropic foundations, in program
design and management, research, strategy and advocacy.

Emily Boytinck

Emily is a Master of Public Administration in Development Practice candidate (2020) at Columbia
University. She has a Bachelor of Science in Earth Science and Economics from McGill University
and over three years of experience in advocacy, project management, and research spanning a broad
range of development sectors including education, climate, and health. Prior to graduate school, Emily
worked for several years in the Canadian arctic as project coordinator for a non-profit organization
that implemented school retention and suicide prevention projects for Inuit youth. Previously, Emily
spent over four years as an organizer for various climate and social justice campaigns, including one
year as a full-time executive for a student union in Quebec.

Qi Yang

Qi “Vera” Yang is currently pursuing her Master of Public Administration at Columbia University with
a concentration in Energy and Environment. Prior to graduate school, Vera received a fellowship from
the Chinese government and China’s Foundation for Poverty Alleviation to co-found and operate a
social empowerment program that engages the Hmong communities in China. She consults the Solid
Minerals Development Fund at the Government of Nigeria and had research as well as consulting
experience at the International Telecommunication Union, the Earth Institute of Columbia University
and the Clinical and Translational Science Institute at UCLA. Vera is from China.

Zulpha Styer

Zulpha is a Master of Public Administration student at SIPA, where she studies as a John
Monash Scholar. Her studies focus on Social Policy and with specializations in management and
communications. Zulpha is a dual national of South Africa and Australia. She holds a Bachelor of
Laws and a Bachelor of Arts from the University of New South Wales, and a Graduate Diploma in
Legal Practice and a Master of Laws with Merit from the Australian National University. Zulpha is also
a solicitor of the Supreme Court of the Australian Capital Territory.
She has more than five years of experience as a senior policy advisor to Australian governments at
federal and state levels, including the Australian Attorney-General’s Department. She has worked
in national security, countering violent extremism, education funding, and indigenous affairs. In her
personal capacity, she has sat on the Multicultural NSW Regional Advisory Council for South West
Sydney since 2015, advising the Minister for Multiculturalism on one of the state’s most culturally
diverse areas. Zulpha was awarded an Australia Day Achievement Medallion for her public service.
She has volunteered extensively in her local community, including with families from refugee
backgrounds.
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School of Public Affairs, Sciences Po
INTER-CONNECTION: COMBATING DIGITAL EXCLUSION OF THE ELDERLY IN PARIS
Alec Geurts, Edward Hainsworth, Naelle Verniest, Thea Tan, Haoua Cisse Coulibaly
ABSTRACT
We live in an increasingly digital world, with technology shaping all aspects of our daily lives. The aim of our Inter-Connection
project is to improve public service access for elderly people, empowering some of the most socially and economically
isolated elders in Paris through a series of familiarisation workshops. Taking place at the Emeraude Restaurants, our
workshops provide a fun, familiar and feedback-based learning environment to learn about technology and how to access
public services on digital platforms.
Since piloting our curriculum in early February, our concept has captured the attention of stakeholders across the public
and private sector. Moving forward, Inter-Connection is planned to expand to the 43 remaining Emeraude Restaurants in
Paris and to pioneer tailored curriculums to improve public service access.

PROFILES
Alec Geurts

After three years of community work in Amsterdam’s suburbs, Alec moved to Paris to learn more
about the policies regarding education, employment, and housing. At Sciences Po, he studied
Social Policy with the aim of finding more sustainable measures to counter the social problems
that Dutch and other European cities face. How do we stop the growing impact of economic
inequality on educational chances? Which solutions exist to end homelessness? And how can we
stimulate social cohesion within rapidly gentrifying neighbourhoods? While Sciences Po and the
city of Paris might have brought him closer to the answers, the ongoing search for solutions will
continue to drive him in his internship and upcoming career in and around the Dutch public sector.

Edward Hainsworth

Edward is a Master of Public Policy student and currently works at the OECD in the Development
Centre Directorate. In addition, he has previously worked at the organisation in the Governance
team, focusing upon promoting Policy Coherence for Sustainable Development aligned to the 2030
Agenda. A 2018 Entente Cordiale Scholar, Edward possesses professional experience across three
continents, within management consultancy and international development, alongside a period at
the United Nations. An optimist and former semi-professional rugby player, Edward has a devout
belief in the power of today’s youth to solve the world’s most urgent problems.

Haoua Cisse Coulibaly

Haoua is doing her Master’s in Management and Public Policy at Sciences Po Paris. She is currently
a Strategy Analyst within the Hydrogen Business Unit at the multinational energy company Engie.
In her professional experience, Haoua also worked in international organizations such as the World
Bank Group, International Energy Agency, Wilson Center and UNESCO. She has expertise working
on access to energy topics, big data, public-private partnerships and policy research. Haoua also
holds a bachelor’s degree in Finance and Master’s in International Commerce and Policy from the
United States.
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Naelle Verniest

Naelle is a Master student at Sciences Po and works as a banking supervisor at the French Central
Bank. She has been very involved in SDG projects, particularly regarding sustainable agriculture and
climate change. With a paper published by the Aspen Institute, a research internship at the OECD
and even a beekeeper training, she has developed various skills. As a Parliamentary assistant, she
was involved in the law-making process, amending bills based on the SDG framework. She also
has a strong background in policy evaluation, and she has used her quantitative skills in research
projects. Her work for the GPPN certificate involved ideation, partnership building, communication
and project management. With experiences in finance, policy evaluation and sustainable
development, she would like to work in sustainable finance after she graduates.

Thea Tan

Thea is a second year Master’s student pursuing a Dual Degree in Public Policy from Sciences Po
and the University of Tokyo. She holds a BA in Philosophy, Politics, and Economics from Oxford
University.
Thea spent 3 years at McKinsey and Company in South-East Asia where she focused on
economic development, infrastructure, and manufacturing. She most recently spent a summer as
a strategy consultant with Impossible Foods working to launch plant-based meat in Asia
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LSE information
Campus map

Wifi information

WIFI ACCESS
Find ‘The Cloud’ in your device’s wireless options.
Log on to your internet browser and follow the
on screen instruction to make an account and
login. You will then be able to access the internet
while in proximity to the WiFi hotspots.
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OR

Connect to eduroam
Enable wifi on your device.
Scan for networks and choose eduroam
When prompted, enter the following information:
Username: Your university email address,
e.g. j.bloggs@lse.ac.uk
Password: Your University network password
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Boat Party at River Thames: How to get to Festival Pier
Starting Point: Centre Building, London School of Economics and Political Science
Destination: Festival Pier, Bishop’s, London SE1 8XZ

As you exit the LSE Centre Building, where all the activities of the conference will be held, turn left towards Houghton
Street. Walk past the Main Entrance of the Old Building and as you reach the road you turn right onto Aldwych/A4.
Cross the road towards Delaunay and keep walking straight towards the crossing onto Lancaster Place. On your right you
should see The Delaunay, The Aldwych Theatre, The Waldorf Hilton Hotel and lastly, the Wellington.
Cross the road towards Pret A Manger. As you pass Pret A Manger you should see on your right the Lancaster Place Bus
Stop (Stop T). Walk across the bridge (Waterloo Bridge).
As your reach the south side of Waterloo Bridge/South Bank Bus Stop (Stop T), take a right towards the spiral staircase.
Take the stairs and you will find yourself on the South Bank of the River. Turn left and walk for about 100 meters. You will
see the Festival Pier on your right.
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www.gppnetwork.org

Venue:
Auditorium
Centre Building
LSE Campus
Houghton St, Holborn,
London WC2A 2AE

